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MARCELO F. AEBI 

The Demosthenes Programme: a penologicaJ 
challenge 

The Demosthenes Programme has been pro
moted by the Council of Europe .to encourage and 
develop links between the Council and the countries 
of Central and South-east Europe. As part of this a 
series of visits by a Council of Europe team with sem
inars for people working in penal systems was ar
ranged . These took place in Hungary, Czecho
slovakia, Poland, Romania and Bulgaria during the 
period September 1990 to May 1991 . The Council of 
Europe team was M118 Marguerite-Sophie Eckert 
(Council of Europe), Dr. Helmut Gonsa (Austria) , 
William Rentzman (Denmark) and Kenneth Neale 
(United Kingdom). This issue of the Prison Infor
mation Bulletin includes the texts of some of the lec
tures that were delivered. But, of course, they do not 
convey the range of subject matter that was dis
cussed or the depth of interest that was shown in 
these visits by the numerous participants in all of 
these countries. A general, if brief, note of intro
duction will, therefore, help to put these visits into the 
wider perspective and record some of the principal 
themes which are of relevance and interest to prac
titioners and others with roles in penal systems. it is 
pleasing to note that Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland 
and Bulgaria are now members of the Council of 
Europe and that the other countries have either applied 
to join or have expressed an intention of doing so . 

In each of the countries visited the team had the 
privilege of meeting and discussing matters of mutual 
interest with the ministers concerned with criminal 
justice and penal affairs. They also met the directors 
of the prison administrations and a large number of 
other officials at various levels, people with legal or 
functional roles in criminal justice, politicians, aca
demics, researchers and media representatives. In 
every country visits were arranged to prison establish
ments where it was possible to see what progress is 
being made with ambitious programmes of change 
and reconstruction and to talk with staff and pri
soners. 

The general context 

it is important to recognise that these visits 
were carried out, and the seminars conducted, in the 
context of an historic and dramatic re-alignment. 
The social, economic and political structures of the 
countries concerned have been exposed to fun
damental changes and profound philosophical re
appraisals which have generated problems and stress 
as well as opportunity and hope. In the criminal justice 
systems the penal codes are under revision to make 
them compatible with democratic criteria and the 
prison administrations have had to cope with formi
dable operational difficulties. The selective release, 
under amnesty, of large numbers of prisoners, the 
turn over of staff, changes in managerial authority, the 
growth of a more orthodox criminality in society and 
the inadequacy of resources that has resulted from 
past neglect and current priorities have all posed 

daunting problems. Ambitious programmes for mod= 
ernisation and reconstruction impose strain on hard
pressed administrations which are, nevertheless, 
working with commendable commitment towards the 
standards envisaged by the European Convention of 
Human Rights and the European Prison Rules which 
have already been translated into the domestic 
languages and promulgated within the prison 
systems. it is a challenging and demanding situation. 
Those staff who have been retained face a major re
orientation of their roles and the need to develop new 
working relationships and novel perceptions of their 
tasks. For the new staff there are difficult circumstan
ces and social expectations for them to come to terms 
with . The encouraging aspects were the professiona
lism and energy with which these problems are being 
tackled ; and the moral imperatives that will inspire the 
process. As one of those whom we consulted put it, 
"Communism should be seen as just an episode. The 
true perspective is of a pan-European tradition to 
which we are ready and able to return." 

Penological and social themes 

Seen in those broad perspectives it is natural 
that a major theme to emerge from the debates was 
that concerned with the philosophical concepts of 
imprisonment. The legal and social status of prisons, 
staff and prisoners in a democracy was seen as a 
priority issue by many participants . No-one doubted 
that re socialisation was the central and ultimate goal 
for prison treatment or that prisons generally do, and 
should reflect the society which they serve. Beyond 
that the discussions were concerned to define the 
means and the conditions that should prevail. The 
European Prison Rules were acknowledged as pro
viding the philosophical framework and the model for 
the standards by which prison administrations should 
be guided. The extent to which international oversight 
of the rules at the Council of Europe was effective and 
the areas in which the domestic authorities had de
fined responsibilities emerged as a matter of great 
interest. The corollary to that was, inevitably, the 
question of resources but it was observed that the 
rules comprehend the differences in national circum
stances and that, in many basic aspects, the problem 
is as much one of attitude and practice as of re
sources. In the same general philosophical area par
ticipants showed concern about the nature and effec
tiveness of political oversight and public control of the 
prisons, the quality and methodology of complaints 
and appeal procedures and public information. An 
extension of this theme with regard to the intrinsic 
nature of imprisonment and the public responsibility 
for that provoked questions about the roles of non
governmental organisations and academic research 
in prisons. The administrative and technical aspects 
of imprisonment were pursued through discussion 
about regimes, especially work and educational activi
ties, organisational structures, security and control 
systems, differentiation and open prisons. A good· 
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deal of interest was also shown in technical innovation 
and the managerial use of computerised data 
systems. The implications of personnel policy for all of 
these topics were conspicuous throughout all of the 
discussions. Thus the recruitment, educational cri
teria, conditions of service: the para-military " image" 
and the use of firearms were all the subject of ques
tion and debate. Training and development experi
ence for staff was emphasised as was the need to 
define their roles and status in terms that ensure their 
dignity and satisfy their aspirations for positive and 
relevant roles that are acknowledged by society in 
general and are professionally valid . 

As is always evident on these occasions the 
essence of the penological challenge in every country 
and the aspirational goals of the prison adminis
trations are not all that different, however the circum
stances may vary. That is the compelling rationale 
that authenticates the Council of Europe programmes 
for co-operation and study in the penal field . 

A brief conclusion 

For myself and my Council of Europe colleagues 
this series of visits was a positive experience. We all 
learned a great deal and were pleased to be able to 
meet so many people working in the penal field in 
such interesting and challenging circumstances. We 
were grateful, too, for the courtesy, kindness and hos
pitality with which we were received in all of these 
countries . Most of all , we value the personal friends
hips that we have made and the opportunity to work 
with these new colleagues in the European interest. 
An agreeable tribute to this work came from the 
Director-General who spoke in his concluding 
remarks of the vis ion of his country's European home 
and asserted that the Council of Europe was "our 
road to Europe" . 

Kenneth Neale 
Former Director of Regimes and Services 

Home Office 

The European Prison Rules: context, philosophy 
and issues, 

Every prison system is managed and derives its 
style and quality ·from a corpus of domestic rules , 
regulations and codes of practice. At the international 
level these disciplines are embodied in the Human 
Rights Conventions and Rules for the treatment of pri
soners promulgated by the United Nations and the 
Council of Europe. In this lecture, the emphasis will 
be on the historical background, evolution, influence 
and probable future development of the European 
Prison Rules . 

European and national penologies 

The historical experience of international co
operation has demonstrated the value of sharing 
knowledge and seeking common standards which 
liberate thought and reinforce agreed concepts of 
humanity. lt has also shown how difficult it is in reality 
to achieve and sustain the high ideals that have often 
inspired the ~pproaches to penal practice and crimi
nal justice. lt has been argued, convincingly, that the 
Council of Europe has been the most successful 
organisation in the long and often disappointing tra
dition of international co-operation. Central to its 
Statutes and defined roles has been the ambition to 
strengthen the unity and common heritage of its 
member in the cultural , social, economic and legal 
spheres. At the heart of its purposes is the protection 
of fundamental freedoms, civilised standards · and 
human dignity. The European Prison Rules are part of 
this fabric and have been described as the most 
important document in international penology. They 
should be seen in the context of a developing Euro
pean penalty, much of it inspired by the devastating 
experience of the European communities during the 
war of 1939-45, which has been characterised by at 
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least three major themes . First , that in punishment 
involving the deprivation of liberty t~at should be seen 
as the sole instrument of punishment. Second, that 
treatment regimes in prisons should be aimed prin
cipally at re-education and the re-socialisation of the 
delinquent. Third , that the administration of prisons 
must show respect for the fundamental rights of indi
viduals and at all times uphold the values that nourish 
human dignity. European penal philosophy is now 
concerned less with the retributive aspects of punish
ment than with the social and penal prevention of 
crime and in the social rehabilitation of offenders. This 
has taken place in parallel with a conspicuous pro
cess of socioeconomic change within which there has 
been more obvious disruption, violence and crime, 
problems associated with migrar:1 t workers, racial 
tension , cultural conflict, changing social and political 
aspirations, the development of new penological 
themes and, what is very important to the conceptual 
nature of the European Prison Rules, a growing pro
cess of international exchange of ideas and ex
perience - a turbulent but creative and challenging 
mix! 

The historical background and evolution of the 
European Rules 

The preceding paragraphs adumbrate the histo
rical and philosophical context within which succes
sive formulations of the European rules have evolved. 
In its . earliest manifestations international penology 
was largely inspired by dedicated and passionate indi
viduals. The roots of the European Prison Rules lie 

1. Abridged version of a lecture delivered in Hungary, Czecho
slovakia arid Poland in September/October 1990. 



more obviously in the growth of international co
operation in this field and the penal reform move
ments of the latter part of the nineteenth century and 
the early years of this. At that time international con
ferences were convened in the major European 
capitals and in Washington in which the leading 
personalities of the more developed prison adminis
trations took part. This initiated a process of inter
national consultation and co-operation that has 
continued in the administrative and academic spheres 
to this day. lt also led to the establishment of organ
isations like the International Penal and Penitentiary 
Commission (now Foundation) which has the distinc
tion of having formulated the first set of prison rules 
in the period 1929-33. These found formal expression 
in the League of Nations Standard Minimum Rules for 
the Treatment of Prisoners of 1935 which were pro
mulgated to its member States. After the war a new 
version was prepared and issued by the United 
Nations in 1955. This version, with only limited modifi
cations, was adopted by the Council of Europe and 
recommended to its members in Resolution (73) 5 of 
1973. 

Even in 1973 there was a body of opinion in 
Europe that saw both of the international versions as 
out of date, inadequate and in some respects incom
patible with current and foreseeable trends in penal 
administration and treatment. As a result of devel
oping opinion in the European Committee on Crime 
Problems, among the directors of prison adminis
trations and in the Parliamentary Assembly of the 
Council of Europe and proposals in the reports of 
Select Committees, it was resolved to produce an 
entirely new version that would seek to remedy the 
weaknesses int he existing rules and attract the unani
mous support of the member States. This work , much 
of it centred on the Committee for Co-operation in 
Prison Affairs, came to fruition in Resolution (87) 3 
which embodied the new European Prison Rules and 
gave them formal status. 

The European Prison Rules 

lt will be helpful briefly to describe the ap
proaches to the new version and the influences that 
were brought to bear on the issues and to inspire the 
re-assessment. The broad background was of funda
mental social change and massive economic develop
ment in Europe in the post war years. That had led to 
significant shifts in social behaviour and aspirations 
and a changing pattern of criminality. In the prisons 
that were increasingly difficult operational problems 
alongside challenging developments in treatment 
theory and techniques. Technology was also making 
its impact on the management of prisons and the 
capacity of the administrative authorities to measure, 
control and allocate operational data and resources 
with profound implications for the requirements of the 
rules, regulations and management instructions that 
underpinned their responsibilities. 

Overall, the need. was to find a relevant and pro
gressive framework to accommodate these chC).nges 
and in the process to offer new emphases and more 
positive support to staff and regimes. Within the new 
creative approaches changes in the presentational 

sequence and technical improvements in the texts 
were proposed. Significantly, for considerable change 
was envisaged, the drafting of . new rules would 

· involve a major departure from the parallel text of the 
United Nations version to which the existing Euro
pean rules were closely allied . That had philosophical , 
political and, in some countries, legislative and prac
tical consequences that would have to be faced . 

Thus it was decided to establish the moral status 
of the rules by devoting Part 1 to six basic principles 
the immutability and priority of which were stressed in 
the Explanatory Memorandum. In its words, the rules 
of basic principal "are intended to endow all the other 
rules with overriding standards to which all prison 
administrations that adopt the European Prison Rules 
will subscribe without reservations." That is explicit. 
The new Rule 1 which demands humane conditions 
and respect for human dignity also insists that such 
conditions should conform with the rules as a whole, 
which was a significant new discipline. The remaining 
rules of basic principle, inspired by these emphases, 
provided for positive treatment and enhanced roles 
for inspection, international guidance and support. 
The more logical presentation of the new version 
meant that the preamble and the rules of basic prin
ciple were followed by self-contained sections in 
which the rules for management, personnel and treat
ment were grouped to reflect operational priorities 
and to facilitate the effective application of the rules in 
practice. The new version contains 100 rules; . 
everyone of the old rules was changed in some 
respect, some were dropped (or transferred to the 
Preamble as they were not in fact cast in the form of 
rules) and some new rules added to strengthen areas 
in which new emphasis was required. Importantly, the 
rules were enhanced by the addition of a comprehen
sive Explanatory Memorandum that sought to eluci
date and enlarge the understanding of every rules 
and a paper on the historical background, philosophy 
and practice of the rules since their original inception. 
The new title, the European Prison Rules, was de
vised to give the new version a more distinct Euro
pean flavour and a more comprehensive and dynamic 
conceptual image. Procedurally, the quinquennial 
reporting system was strengthened and the establish
ment of the Council of Europe Committee for Co
operation in prison Affairs provided an important 
resource to reinforce the national responsibility for 
encouraging the implementation of the rules in the 
member States of the Council. 

Issues : status and Influence 

Almost all international agreements, documents 
or organisations are vulnerable to the criticism that 
they are deficient or inoperable in some respects. 
Because, in essence, they are reached by a process 
of consultation and compromise that is inevitably so. 
The international prison rules have naturally been 
subject to that complaint. The United Nations rules, in 
particular, have been criticised for lack of an 
underlying and compelling rationale, weaknesses in 
application and omissions in the rules of general 
application. The new European rules were devised, as 
far as .possible, to respond to those problems in an 
emphatic and realistic way. The pivotal emphasis on 
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humane conditions and human dignity illustrates the 
point. Throughout the remainder of the rules these 
potential weaknesses have been confronted . Within 
the framework of imperatives that is inherent in an 
international statement that relies on its moral auth
ority, or political obligation, and is not binding in inter
national law the new rules seek to exert and effective 
influence. They are important in establishing ethical 
9nd operational standards, in encouraging conformity 
and are in consequence reflected in legislation, re
gulation and penal policy. lt is necessary, however, to 
acknowledge that, except in those cases where they 
are embodied in domestic law, the rules are not jus
ticiable nor are they normally admissible in com
plaints procedures. However, this has made them 
more widely acceptable internationally, more flexible 
in application and more usefully responsive to particu
lar local circumstances. In so far as the inhibits the full 
effectiveness of the rules the processes of review 
through monitoring facilitate the pragmatic and co
operative approach which necessarily characterises 
any arrangements that seek to impose international 
standards for the comiT'on benefit. The approach has, 
therefore, been to impose defined obligations on the 
prison administrations rather than to confer rights on 
prisoners which depend on the Human Rights con
ventions for their protection. In the wider international 
sphere the rules are reflected in the United Nations 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Convention 
on Forced Labour of the International Labour Organ
isation , the ' Council of Europe Convention on the 
Transfer of Prisoners and in national inspection and 
operational codes. Human Rights are essentially 
peculiarly sensitive to the situation of prisoners. 
Although it is not a definitive interpretation the Direc
torate of Human Rights in Strasbourg has stated 
(1981) that "whereas the Court and the Commission 
have no jurisdiction to examine the conditions of 
detention except in so far as they involve a breach of 
a right guaranteed by the Convention and that there 
is no specific provision on the treatment of prisoners 
in it .. . the experience of the Commission is that there 
is now a corpus of case law on this subject" and the 
rules are acknowledged as constituting "a virtual 
code for the treatment of prisoners" . The point is that 
although conditions may fall short of standards re
quired by the rules that does not necessarily consti
tute inhuman or degrading treatment such as to 
violate the Human Rights Convention. Nevertheless, 
the influence of the rules in the fundamental area is 
evident. 

The future of the European Prison Rules 

lt is unlikely that there will be a new international 
version of the rules in the foreseeable future . What is 
foreseeable , however, is the further extension of the 
influence and applicability of the European Prison 
Rules. Already it is clear that the inspectorial func
tions in contemporary prison administrations have 
been strengthened by the new rules and the trend 
may be expected to continue at national and inter
national level. The new rules, seen , most importantly, 
in context with the explanatory memorandum, itself 
an innovation in the field of international prison rules, 
also provide the appropriate moral and logical frame
work for the introduction and development of en
forceable codes of specific standards suitable for the 
particular circumstances in those States that accept 
and comply with the European Prison Rules. This is a 
new development that, in some parts of the world, has 
already made progress, not without difficulty; it is 
likely to be one of the most significant new trends in 
prison administration in the next decade. There will 
also be a geographical extensior of the application of 
the European Prison Rules of important new dimen
sions as the membership of the Council of Europe is 
enlarged to include countries now developing demo
cratic institutions. There is in these countries already 
a momentum for progressive change and humane 
standards and they have a potential to make an 
important contribution to the work of the Council. This 
is an encouraging and constructive prospect for inter
national penology. In recent years there has been too 
much emphasis on resources. Important as they are, 
to treatment regimes and to staff, the inspiration for 
change and improvement must come from deter
mined management, moral purpose and a creative 
commitment to clearly defined objectives. The Euro
pean prison Rules, in the style and content in which 
I have presented them in this brief statement have a 
key role in the process. Their success must be in their 
influence which, on ann agreed basis, has been opti
mised internationally. They should not be seen as an 
idealised formulation honoured only in rhetoric and 
not in practice. Applied with conviction and imagin
ation they have the potential to inspire significant pro
gress beyond the basic role of protecting minimum 
standards, the original rationale of the international 
rules. 

Kenneth J Neale 

Cornerstones in a modern treatment philosophy: 
responsibility normalisation, openness and 

1. General Introduction 

lt is a relative innovation for the Council of 
Europe to hold a seminar of this nature in an East 
European country. However, the idea of seminars of 
this type is of long standing. This also appears from 
the preamble to the European Prison Rules, the 
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foundation for this seminar. In these rules it is empha
sised that "whenever there are difficulties or practical 
problems to be overcome in the application of the 
rules, the Council of Europe has the machinery and 
the expertise available to assist with advice and the 
fruits of the experience of the various prison adminis
trations" .· 



Over the years , seminars of this nature have 
been held in many West European countries, and we 
have. always reaped great benefit from the good 
advice, and the exchange of experience which has 
taken place on such. occasions . 

I would like to emphasise that I have not come 
here to preach "the only truth" about prison systems, 
since there is no general truth valid for all countries in 
this area. Just as the European Prison Rules are in no 
way a "model system" which can simply be copied. 

I am here because, as an outsider, I may be able 
to contribute to certain problems being viewed in a 
different light, giving your discussions an impetus 
from outside. · 

No prison system can be separated from the 
social reality which surrounds it. Conditions for in
mates must more or less reflect conditions for the 
ordinary citizens of the society. For example, it is 
natural that a country's economic situation deter
mines the appearance of its prisons . lt is just as plain 
that a country's !.ocial, educational and general cul
tural position will influence the rehabilitation oppor
tunities and facilities offered to prison inmates. 

lt is usually said that "the treatment of prisoners 
is one expression among others - of a given 
country's socio-cultural level" . This truth makes it dif
ficult, and in a way also meaningless, to make direct 
comparisons between different countries' prison 
regimes . 

I therefore do not intend to merely give an 
account of the outstanding features of the Danish 
prison system. On the contrary, I will take the Euro
pean Prison Rules as my starting point. These rules 
are the common source of inspiration for the Euro
pean prison systems. Thereafter I will illustrate some 
of the principles of these rules, with examples from 
what could be called "The Scandinavian Model" . 

Irrespective of different countries' different 
starting points, according to the European Prison 
Rules it is "incumbent on the prison administrations to 
promote and seek to encourage support for humane 
and progressive approaches based on the highest 
standards that are realistically practicable" . 

The standard minimum rules for the treatment of 
prisoners have always had an important place in the 
spectrum of the Council of Europe work in the penal 
field. The European Committee On Crime Problems 
(CDPC) was established in 1957 with overall respon
sibility for the lead in Council of Europe activity in this 
field. Current work on increasing knowledge of, and 
compliance with, the European Prison Rules. and on 
advising member States on specific penal problems, 
arranging conferences for directors of prison adminis
trations, etc, lies in the hands of the Committee for 
Co-operation on Prison Affairs, however. This com
mittee amongst other things makes five-year surveys 
of the implementation of the rules in the member 
States. 

The European Prison Rules are not binding, and 
their significance lies more in their influence on 

raising standards of prison administration . In Europe 
they have emerged over time as a symbol of, and as 
a stimulus to, the improvement of general standards 
and the promotion of humane and progressive penal 
policies and treatment regimes. 

2. Treatment 

The concept of treatment in relation to inmates 
has undergone significant changes over the years . In 
many West European countries the concept of indi
vidual treatment of criminals began to appear in the 
'30s and '40s in many places, reaching a peak in the 
1970s. Treatment in th is narrow sense, whereby 
"classification" and more or less individual and thera
peutic measures are used to try to dissuade inmates 
from their criminal activities, are still at the forefront in 
many countries. In others, however, treatment in this 
sense is used only for groups with special treatment 
needs for example, drug addicts, the mentally ill, 
alcoholics, etc. 

How much weight should be attached to treat
ment in the narrow sense actually depends on one 's 
theoretical starting point. 

Do you look on criminals (prisoners) as normal 
citizens "who have yielded to the pressures and 
temptations that everyone is subject to", or do you 
regard criminals as asocial, sick, freaks , or the like? 
In the latter case the answer must be a more detailed 
diagnosis of the criminal, for instance by means of 
psychological tests, etc, and subsequent placing in 
institutions or departments specially designed to treat 
this very type of deviation or disease. If there should 
furthermore be anything logical in it, the length of the 
punishment or treatment should moreover depend on 
the result of the treatment - more so than on severity 
of the crime. 

If, however, it is the first point of view you are 
adopting -the one which does not see the causes of 
crime in the individual alone, but to an equal degree in 
more general social mechanisms, then treatment in 
the narrow sense is generally a waste of resources 
and a waste of time. When I emphasise the word 
generally, it is because it could very well be imagined 
that a proper, individually adapted treatment may be 
indicated in certain specific cases, for example in 
relation to mentally sick persons, alcoholics or drug 
addicts, but for the great majority - quite ordinary, 
straightforward criminals - treatment in the narrow 
sense is a questionable concept. 

lt is thus our experience in the Scandinavian 
countries that special institutions are only necessary 
for inmates with very special needs. The majority of 
prisoners can very well be incarcerated together, 
regardless of whether they are "first offenders or 
habitual offenders, short sentences or long sen
tences, young persons or adults, and to some extent 
men or women" . This viewpoint is to some degree 
reflected in the new European Prison Rules (in con
trast to the old Standard Minimum Rules), since it is 
emphasised that the modern penal -philosophy no 
longer demands the rigid separation of the young 
from · the old, of men from women, or the convicted 
from the unconvicted. The rules have therefore been 
relaxed to acknowledge that in sorrie circumstances 
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there may be mutual benefits or at least no adverse 
results from allowing some contacts between these 
categories of prisoners. 

Consequently, when I speak of " treatment " this 
is in a very broad sense. I use the concept to comprise 
everything we do consciously to influence the 
inmate 's ability to refrain from criminal · activity in the 
future . This means that the ·physical arrangement of 
prisons is part of the treatment, the way personnel 
deal with the inmates in daily prison life is part of the 
treatment, and the entire prison regime is in fact an 
extremely important element of the treatment. 

3. The European Prison Rules' principle require
ments of treatment 

lt is a basic principle of the European Prison 
Rules that the deprivation of liberty shall be effected 
in material and moral conditions which ensure respect 
for human dignity (Rule 1 ). Furthermore, it is said that 
the purposes of the treatment of inmates shall be 
such as to sustain their health and self-respect, to 
develop their sense of responsibility and to encourage 
those attitudes and skills that will assist them to return 
to society with the best chance of leading law abiding 
and self-supporting lives after their release (Rule 3) . 

Finally, it is stated that imprisonment, by the very 
deprivation of liberty, is a punishment in itself. The 
conditions of imprisonment and the prison regimes 
shall not therefore unnecessarily aggravate the suf
fering inherent in this (Rule 64) . 

The fundamental principles also form the basis 
for what could be called the Scandinavian approach , 
and which I will describe in more detail with the key 
words Normalisation - Openness - Responsibility 
as my starting point. 

But before I do this, I would like to emphasise 
another important principle which does not appear 
from the European Prison Rules but from several 
other international instruments concerning penal 
policy. This is the principle of "prison as a last resort" . 

The principle that imprisonment should only be 
used as a last resort is a generally recognised prin
ciple. lt signifies that before the courts impose depri
vation of liberty, they must consider all other possible 
sanctions of a less radical nature and should only 
impose imprisonment if the actual case is of such a 
nature that less radical penalties are not acceptable. 
The exercising of this principle in practice is an 
important prerequisite for reasonable prison con
ditions to be provided. Prisons are expensive -
almost irrespective of whether they are good or bad -
which in itself is an argument to limit their number. 
However, this fact also means that usually there will 
be a lack of pr(son capacity if the principle of "prison 
as a last resort" is not adhered to faithfully. When 
capacity is small , the consequences will often be 
overcrowding and/or institutions which are far too 
large. Both are detrimental to a reasonable and 
humane prison environment. 

Denmark lies in the average group of West Euro
pean countries in respect of use of imprisonment. We 
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currently have 68 inmates per 100,000 inhp.bitants . I 
would nonetheless claim that Denmark is one of the 
countries which has best lived up to the principle of 
using prison only when strictly necessary, due to the 
fact that while crime in Denmark has doubled during 
the past twenty years, the prison capacity has not 
been extended at all. In this respect Denmark differs 
from most other West European countries . 

it has only been possible to create this situation 
because our legislature has continuously adjusted the 
maximum and minimum penalties , especially for 
drunk driving and lesser forms of offences against 
property, for which in 1982 the penalties were gen
erally lowered by one third . Furthermore, the use of 
traditional alternatives to imprisonment has been 
increased, notably conditional sentences, probation, 
parole and fines, and community service orders have 
been introduced as a new sanction instead of impris
onment. 

This situation has also made it possible for us to 
maintain the present structure with small, straight
forward institutions, accommodating between 100 
and 300. 

Small , well-administered institutions are another 
important prerequisite for the best possible treatment 
work . If it is not possible to operate with such small 
institutions, a division of large prisons into small auto
nomous units can be an intermediate solution, of 
which both we and others have good experience. 

The third important prerequisite for an accept
able prison system is the existence of a sufficiently 
large and sufficiently well-trained personnel. I will 
return to this prerequisite later. 

4 . Normalisation 

As a predominant chief rule , inmates of Scandi
navian prisons preserve their civil rights . As a matter 
of fact, it is a high-ranking wish on our part that the 
inmates should only be subjected to such limitations 
of their rights and behaviour patterns as are a direct 
consequence of their imprisonment. This means that 
we must seek as far as possible to approach life in 
prison to the conditions in the outside world . " Normal
isation" is the name of this basic element of the prison 
philosophy. 

Now such a manifesto is not very significant in 
itself. A number of countries would gladly subscribe to 
the aforementioned basic element, and yet a study 
would reveal large differences in practice. The import
ant thing is how this basic element is transformed into 
practice in everyday life in prison . 

The concept of "normalisation" itself is not men
tioned in the European Prison Rules but can be 
induced from many. of the provisions of the rules. For 
example, from Rule 65 , which states that the con
ditions of life in prisons shall be compatible with 
acceptable standards in the community; Rule 72, 
which states that the organisation and methods of 
work in the institutions shall resemble as closely as 
possible those of similar work in the community ; 
Rule 74, which requ.ires that safety and health pre
cautions ·tor prisoners sh~ll b.e similar to those that 



apply to workers outside; Rule 75, which emphasises 
that the maximum daily and weekly working hours of. 
prisoners shall be fixed in conformity with local rules 
or customs in regard to the employment of free work
men; Rule 81 which states that as far as practicable 
the education shall be integrated with the educational 
system of the country ; or Rule 82, which states that 
whenever possible the prison library should be organ
ised in co-operation with community library services ; 
or Rule 26, which states that the medical services 
should be organised in close relation with the general 
health administration of the community- and so on, 
and so forth . 

In everyday prison life this principle means that 
comparison should always be made with conditions 
outside the prison when deciding what is appropriate, 
otherwise this will be controlled by habit and tradition, 
or consideration of what is "most practical", that is to 
say for the system and personnel. 

In Denmark normalisation first of all means that 
the norm is to place a person in an open prison, ie a 
prison without walls and bars. Or in other words, a 
prison where security is based on faith in the inmate 's 
self discipline, and that inmates know that abuse of 
this trust can mean transfer to a closed prison . Only 
if it is concretely judged that there is a real risk of 
escape, or if the prisoner is considered dangerous, 
should he be placed in a closed prison from the 
outset. 

Approximately two-thirds of places in State 
prisons are therefore in open prisons. 

Furthermore, a prisoner should primarily be 
placed in the prison that is closest to his home, to offer 
him the best possible chance of preserving his con
tacts to his family or next-of-kin and to pave the way 
for a gradual release from the prison. 

As previously mentioned, the normalisation prin
ciple also implies that - apart from the division 
between open and closed prisons - individual pris
oners are not treated differently, unless there are spe
cial grounds for this. 

Outside prisons, young and old, men and 
women, experienced and unexperienced, live side by 
side. This should therefore also be the starting point 
in prisons. However, only the starting point. it is clear 
that we are duty-bound to protect weak inmates 
against exploitation and the bad influence of stronger 
inmates. This can imply that segregation is necess
ary. However, this obligation can also be fulfilled by 
other means, that is to say by openness in the prison 
system (something I will immediately explain in more 
detail), by having sufficient well-qualified personnel 
with understanding and control of what takes place, 
and by ensuring that inmates are able to make sen
sible and relevant use of their time. If these conditions 
cannot be met, segregation is probably the only prac
ticable road to take. 

As mentioned "normalisation" also means that 
as a general rule , inmates retain their civil rights. This 
implies (1) The right to vote in elections to political 
bodies on an equal footing with other citizens ; (2) The 
right to both verbal and written self-expression both in 

the prison and vis-a-vis the general public; (3) The 
right to be a member of any association whatsoever; 
(4) The right to a family life (marriage , divorce, adop
tion); (5) The right to act over one's property ; and (6) 
The right to practice a religion , etc. 

The only ordinary civil right which as a starting 
point is limited -or of which the inmate may be com
pletely deprived- is freedom of location. This means 
the right to go wherever one wishes without per
mission. Imprisonment in itself sets narrow limits to 
this. 

The normalisation principle also implies that to 
the extent this is practical and possible on grounds of 
security, inmates may have their own furniture and 
own articles in their cells- they should in principle be 
able to wear their own clothes if they wish, that per
sonnel's uniforms are of non-military appearance, and 
that the tone used between personnel and inmates 
corresponds to the general tone of communication 
between citizens outside the prison. 

In one way it can be said that the normalisation 
concept is so broad that this also comprises the other · 
two cornerstones of modern treatment philosophy, 
which I have called openness and responsibility . 
However, on the other hand I believe that separation 
of these concepts facilitates understanding. 

5. Openness 

At first consideration it may appear self
contradictory to describe openness as a fundamental 
principle of imprisonment. However, experience has 
shown, particularly in Scandinavia, but to an increas
ing degree in other Western European countries as 
well, that this apparent self-contradiction to a signifi
cant degree is due to conventional thinking. 

it is no secret that imprisonment has a number of 
negative repercussions reaching beyond the date of 
release of the inmate- a broken family, loss of work, 
negative effects from other people's impression of the 
sentenced person, and on his self-esteem (stigmatis
ation). 

There is nothing new in that. Furthermore, in 
recent years a number of studies have been made in 
various parts of the world which show that the 
influence of imprisonment on the inmate's personality 
does not give grounds for considering imprisonment 
as a suitable means of rehabilitation of the inmate. On 
the contrary, according to these studies imprisonment 
is more likely to strengthen a negative development of 
the personality. 

These negative effects are largely a con
sequence of the prison being a total institution. The 
inmate stays there 24 hours a day, he sleeps there, 
works there, eats there, spends all his leisure hours 
there. Life in prison is in most respects formally man
aged. There are written and unwritten laws for every
thing, and the daily rhythm is based on fixed hours 
and minutes for calling, work, breaks, time-off, prison 

·yard exercise, locking up, etc. The inmate always 
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supervised, or he at least feels that he is supervised . 
Beyond the supervision which the staff are respon
sible for - and must be responsible for - some infor
mal rules will arise among the inmates, and there 
must also be observed. 

All these formal and informal rules give a false 
sense of security. The inmate knows exactly how others 
will react to this behaviour. Everything becomes pre
dictable and monotonous. The result is often that the 
inmate overreacts to what to others seem like trifling 
problems, and this may manifest itself in verbal 
aggression with prompt retaliation from the surround
ings as a consequence. 

This is the reason why it is so important to open 
the prisons to the outside world. 

The use of open prisons, as I have already men
tioned, is in itself a manifestation of the principle of 
openness. Fifty years ago not many Danes believed 
that an inmate would stay in the prison without walls 
and fences to keep him in . Conditions just after the 
Second World War made it necessary to use camps 
as prisons which had buen designed for completely 
different purposes. To may's surprise it emerged that 
the sense of responsibility of the majority of the pris
oners was sufficient to keep them there - or they 
could at any rate see the advantage in staying in 
these relatively free surroundings, instead of being 
transferred to a closed prison . 

As a result of these experiences, it has been 
realised gradually that other areas can also be 
opened up without any great risk of abuse. 

Nowadays the openness principle also implies 
that inmates may correspond with anyone. Reading of 
their letters only takes place under special circum
stances. Letters to defence counsel and members of 
Parliament and different appeal bodies may never be 
read , however. This is a further development of the 
requirements laid down in Rule 43 of the European 
Prison Rules, that prisoners should be allowed to 
communicate with their families and to some extent 
persons or representatives from outside organ
isations. 

In most countries this right was originally limited 
so that the inmate was only allowed to write at certain 
intervals to certain persons and the letters were 
subject to actual censorship. In most countries we 
have moved away from this very restrictive arrange
ment based on the with, among other thins, to normal
ise life for the inmate as much as humanly possible, 
and it is considered desirable that the inmate as far as 
possible preserves the social contact he has. There 
are probably no countries where the exchange of 
letters is completely unrestricted, as the actual objec
tive of the imprisonment comes into the picture here, 
and necessitates certain limitations for the sake of the 
institution's safety and to prevent planning of new 
crimes, etc. lt has however p ;roved possible to a great 
extent to omit censorship, so that correspondence is 
only read through if there is a concrete suspicion of 
foul play. Finally, it may be necessary to open letters 
to check that they do not contain drugs or other illegal 
articles. 
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In open institutions the inmates have telephone 
booths in the wards and to a certain extent private 
phones in their cells , provided they pay for . them 
themselves. 

Inmates are entitled to visits from next-of-kin and 
others as often as possible, Rule 43 . In Denmark most 
often it is possible to receive visits 2-3 times a week 
or eve·n daily - as long as they take place outside 
inmates' working hours. The visits are predominantly 
without control of any kind , and they either take place 
in the inmates ' cells - which are solitary cells - or 
in special visiting rooms designed for the purpose. 
Prisons naturally make sure as far as possible that the 
visit is not used to smuggle in narcotics or weapons. 
Otherwise there is no interference in what purpose 
the visit is used for. visiting rooms, etc are furnished 
so that the inmate and the visitor(s) can be alone 
together. Sexual intercourse is therefore also poss
ible. In practice this means that conjugal visits are a 
normal part of prison life. When I mention the possi
bility of conjugal visits, and indeed the possibil ity of 
preserving a fairly reasonable sex life, it is because 
this means that sexual assaults· in Danish prisons 
must now be said to belong to a past era. In this way, 
the absence of leave institution, as well as the insti 
tution of receiving visits , both contribute to our being 
able to meet the obligation of protecting the weak 
inmates, as mentioned earlier. 

In the same way as visits from outside are a 
normal element of everyday prison life, leave of 
absence are also a normal part of prison life. This is 
in full accordance with the European Prison Rules 
(Rule 70) which stipulate that treatment programmes 
should be include provision for prison leave, which 
should also be granted to the greatest extent possible 
on medical , educational, occupational, family and 
other social grounds. 

While the general public will often look on the 
letter exchange arrangement with sympathy, things 
are more difficult where the inmate's possibility of 
leaving prison for various kinds of leave is concerned . 
I think that leave of absence is necessary for the fol 
lowing reasons : 

1. lt is the only way in which an inmate can preserve 
his ties to his relatives and acquaintances in a 
natural way. 

2. lt is the best way to break the monotony and the 
false sense of security. 

3. The leave of absence contributes to improving the 
safety of the citizens. 

The two first reasons could really be combined , 
as one might say that leave of absence contributes to 
facilitating the social integration of the prisoner. 

Now it is difficult to prove that the leave of 
absence the prisoners are given to visit family and 
friends has a positive influence on the relapse situ
ation .. lt is true that there are studies showing that 
inmates who are given leave have a lower relapse 
incidence than those who are not. But the reason 
might very well be that leave of absence is only 
granted to those whom you presume to present a re
latively low risk of relapse. I am not acquainted with 



studies proving beyond any doubt that leave of 
absence in itself reduces the incidence of relapse . 
Nevertheless, I do not doubt that this is so, and that 
this is an impression gained from experience which is 
shared by most in the profession. 

When I state that leave of absence is also a 
means of maintaining safety and order inside prisons , 
they may sound less intelligible on the face of it. 
Opponents to leave of absence is a threat to order and 
safety in the prisons , among other things on account 
of the risk of smuggling ~ the risk that new crimes are 
committed during the leave, etc . lt is my opinion, 
however, that the mere prospect of some leniency in 
the imprisonment counteracts escapes, threats, 
violence against the staff and eo-inmates, to say 
nothing of the risk of hostage taking in connection 
with attempts to escape. Perhaps this is due to some 
kind of carrot effect. The inmate knows that if he 
manages his leave without any problems, he will be 
granted more leaves. If he does not , he will be de
prived of his right to leave. When the inmate has the 
chance of a "breather" in the form of an absence of 
leave, it makes it easier for him to accept the impris
onment, he becomes less aggressive, and there will 
be a greater feeling of well-being, both among the 
inmates and with the staff. 

When you in this way prevent the prisons from 
developing into environments pervaded by fear and 
violence , you also achieve that the inmates are less 
aggressive, bitter and warped upon their release, and 
hence less dangerous to society in general and to the 
individual citizen . lt is my impression that the very 
extensive use of leave of absence in my country is a 
factor which strongly contributes to the fact that crime 
with violence constitutes only an insignificant part of 
the total amount of crime, namely less than 2 per cent. 

lt is obvious that leave of absence in concrete 
cases should not be granted if there is a risk of abuse, 
but if we disregard these situations it is my opinion 
that leave should be a natural element of a stay in 
prison. 

To illustrate these viewpoints I can briefly de
scribe the situation in Denmark. 

In open prisons the inmates are normally granted 
weekend leave from Friday afternoon to Sunday 
evening every third weekend . lt is also possible for 
inmates in closed prisons to obtain weekend leave 
when they have served approximately 1/4 of their 
sentence and it is considered that there is only limited 
risk of abuse. At any given time approximately 1/3 of 
the inmates of closed prisons are granted leave 
regularly . 

Furthermore, there is the possibility of leave for 
special purposes, for example weddings, birthdays on 
which a round number is reached , funerals, etc., and 
short leaves ·in connection with preparations for 
release, for example to obtain a job or housing. 
Finally, a number of inmates leave the prison every 
day to work or attend educational courses at an 
ordinary civilian workplace or educational institution. 

The inmates have access to radio, television and 
newspapers in their cells as well as in community 

areas. They are also free to participate in free debate 
in the press. However, out of consideration of the 
victims, limits can be · set to participation in TV pro

. grammes, particularly those concerning actual 
crimes . 

Openness can also take many other forms. For 
example, in many prisons sports events or other ac
tivities are arranged with citizens from the surround
ing area, open day events can be arranged, were 
ordinary citizens can visit their local prison to see 
what conditions actually are -and to talk to both pris
oners and personnel. Furthermore, study visits are 
arranged for national and international groups, and so 
on and so forth . 

Some may wish to ask what element of punish
ment remains in these conditions. 

The most important answer to this question is 
provided by the European Prison Rules themselves . I 
have already mentioned this, but will repeat it, 
because it is extremely important to always bear this 
fundamental principle in mind : Imprisonment is by the 
deprivation of liberty a punishment in itself. The prison 
services -we who work in this field - must not add 
additional suffering to the deprivation of liberty. The 
restrictions we impose on the inmates' everyday lives 
- the deviations we make from ordinary civil rights -
must be necessary to maintain the deprivation of 
liberty or to keep discipline. All other limitations will be 
in conflict with one of the key principles of the Euro
pean Prison Rules. 

lt can be very difficult, at all times to ensure that 
everyday work in a prison adheres to this standard, 
but it is an efficient remedy against habitual thinking . 

6. Responsibility 

Endeavouring to strengthen inmates ' sense of 
responsibility , self-respect and self-reliance according 
to the European Prison Rules-is one of the basic prin
ciples for the treatment of prisoners (Rules 3 and 69). 
However, this is a principle which can easily come 
into conflict with other treatment principles and other 
attempts to ensure reasonable conditions for the 
inmates. 

Traditionally, prison systems are very paterna
listic. We who have experience, or who are experts in 
our own areas, know best what is needed to reduce 
the risk of reversion to crime. But we may not have 
paid sufficient attention to the fact that the many well
meaning rules which we have laid down in reality help 
to deprive the inmates of control of their own affairs, 
and perhaps even contribute to further social disable
ment - which was never the intention. 

For example, prisons traditionally have a large 
number of "hotel" services. We wake inmates in the 
morning, serve their breakfast, take them to work, 
serve their lunch, do their cleaning, wash their clothes 
and ensure that they are repaired, give them soap and 
toothbrushes and other hygiene articles and finally 
ensure that they get to bed early. Naturally, there are 
good reasons for doing this, in particular preserving 
order and discipline in the prison, and inmates have 
probaqly generally been satisfied with being looked 
after in this way. 
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However, in the light of the fact that most in
mates have to take care of these things themselves 
after their release, these "hotel" services can hardly 
be said to have contributed to strengthening inmates' 
opportunities to lead self-supporting lives after their 
release, as stated in Rule 3. 

Unfortunately, it can be said that the European 
Prison Rules are still to a certain extent a demons
tration of a paternalistic philosophy, for example the 
rules concerning personal hygiene, clothing and food 
(Rules 20, 22 and 26) . 

lt is possible that this paternalistic attitude is a 
necessary development stage for a prison system to 
reach a reasonable level. However, I am not so sure 
of this . 

At any rate, our experience is - and with which 
believe most Western European prison experts 

agree - that the time is ripe to limit the "hotel" 
service functions as far as possible, and to give in
mates back the responsibility for their own everyday 
lives. This principle could perhaps be called self
administration, to use a better word . 

An important element of this is the inmate's duty 
to buy and cook his own food and this means that he 
is paid a fixed daily amount for food and is then per
sonally responsible for buying it in the prison shop 
and for preparing it. The necessary instruction and 
training is provided by the prison . This self-catering 
scheme is currently being introduced in all Danish 
prisons, where shops are being established, run by 
external retailers , and with kitchens in each section 
providing the necessary facilities . 

Inmates are also made responsible for their own 
personal hygiene and for washing and repairing their 
own clothes, etc. This naturally assumes that the 
prison provides inmates with the necessary financial 
means and practical amenities. 

For this reason amongst others the wage system 
in Danish · prisons has been reorganised , providing 
inmates with a fixed daily amount for board and 
hygiene, etc, in addition to payment for work per
formed. The inmate himself is responsible for use of 
the money for the right purposes. If he spends the 
money on fast food and Kd), in the final analysis this 
is his own responsibility. On the other hand, the per
sonnel's duty, including the doctor's, is to instruct the 
inmate in the consequences of incorrect nutrition and 
poor hygiene. 

Just as the inmate must take more responsibility 
for his own everyday life, he should also to a greater 
extent accept the responsibility for his own treatment 
in the narrow sense. This is in direct accordance 
with the European Prison Rules, which stipulate in 
Rule 69, sub-Article 2 that efforts should be made to 
develop, sub-Article 2 that efforts should be made to 
develop methods of encouraging co-operation with , 
and the participation of, the prisoners in their treat
ment. In connection with an extensive amendment of 
personnel structures and work roles in prisons in 
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Denmark - a reorganisation which I will describe in 
more detail in another lecture - , we have introduced 
another inmate rehabilitation strategy. The principle 
idea is that the personnel attempt to motivate inmates 
themselves to undertake as many elements as poss
ible of the rehabilitation work. Instead of personnel 
contacting the social services authorities concerning 
the inmate's situation , they guide the inmate in how 
he can himself contact the right authority. Instead of 
personnel getting work and housing for the inmate, he 
is guided in how he can do these things for himself. 
Naturally, throughout the process, the personnel are 
available to the inmate with advice and guidelines. 

An old Chinese proverb says something like this : 
"Give a man a fish - and you will feed him for one 
day. Teach him to fish- and you will feed him for the 
rest of his life". This is a very good expression of the 
philosophy behind the cornerstone of our treatment 
philosophy, which we call responsibility, or self
administration . 

All these attempts to involve the inmate more 
actively in the activities which he will have to perform 
for himself once he is released have a supplementary 
effect which is not without significance. In most prison 
systems it is extremely difficult to make positive 
meaningful use of leisure time in a prison . This means 
that inmates' thoughts and interests are easily led in 
the wrong direction , ie opportunities to get hold of 
drugs, or to commit the perfect crime. The fact that a 
considerable proportion of leisure time is now spent 
on everyday activities on which we in ordinary society 
spend a lot of our time, implies fewer vacant hours, 
and in itself leads to considerably more constructive 
use of leisure time than was previously the case. 

7. Conclusion 

As mentioned in the beginning I would find it 
understandable if some of the elements I have men
tioned may sound a little strange and exotic and far 
away from your way of thinking. I can assure you 
that many of your colleagues in Western European 
countries would share that feeling . 

But I would like in conclusion to repeat that what 
has been said about the Scandinavian approach is 
not the final truth . Every country has to find its pos
ition within the framework of the European Prison 
Rules and other international instruments concerned 
with human rights. 

So far I have refrained from giving any advice. 
But before I finalise my remarks I will give you only 
one advice - the best cure against habitual thinking 
for any prison administration in the world "When con
sidering changes in prison systems do not as why -
ask why not?" 

William Rentzmann 
Deputy Director General 

Danish Department of Prisons 
and Probation 



The organisation of imprisonment, the treatment of 
prisoners and the preparation of prisoners for 
release 

I. The organisation of imprisonment 

In our societies , according to prevailing social 
values , criminal law seems to be indispensable and 
criminal sanctions are regarded as socially 
necessary. 

When a criminal offence is committed, the official 
reaction of the State is to inflict a sanction . 

The catalogue of possible sanctions for criminal 
offences in national legal" systems nowadays ranges 
far beyond mere imprisonment . In addition to well 
known alternatives, such as diversion, conflict
regulations , financial sanctions and suspended sen
tences, there are various court orders, disqualifi
cations, part-time detention and other forms of 
alternative sanctions. 

lt is an unchallenged basic principle of crime 
policy in the Council of Europe that imprisonment is 
inflicted only where no non-custodial measure can be 
justified. The sanction imposed on an individual of
fender and to reducing the risk of his/her committing 
further offences , while at the same time affording ade
quate protection for society. 

The purposes of imprisonment are determined 
by the law of each State . 

The purpose of imprisonment, as they are pres
cribed by law or generally acknowledged in many 
States, are, on the one hand, the protection of society 
and general deterrence and, on the other hand, social 
re-integration to enable the offender in future to lead 
a socially responsible life without committing criminal 
offences. 

Whenever the purposes of imprisonment are dis
cussed , there arises the inevitable conflict between 
the purpose of treatment with its aim of the social re
integration of the offender and the objective of the 
protection of society. The possibility of any resocialis
ation within a closed penal institution is often entirely 
denied, or at least it is emphasised that any imprison
ment in a closed institution is damaging rather than 
conducive to socialisation. One must be aware of 
what it really means to claim that imprisonment shall 
socialise; its natural effect is the very opposite. 

Since we have sentences of imprisonment, we 
must have prisons; resocialisation is a generally re
cognised aim of prison sentences, but there is also 
the need to protect society; it is essential that a State 
based on the rules of law should extend humanity to 
all, but it is also necessary to preserve law and order. 

Our law enforcement must meet all these 
demands. 

This can only be done if the following basic rules 
are observed : 

The effectiveness of any execution of sentences 
that intends to meet the requirements of treatment as 
well as those of the protection of society and ~ecurity. 

and good order, depends primarily on a good differen
tiation of the penal institutions, on the creation of 
appropriate prison regimes and on a valid classifi
cation of offenders sentenced to imprisonment. 

Let me explain these three measures. 

The basic idea of differentiation is fairly simple : 

From all the persons in custody we should sep
arate the realiy dangerous prisoners who require 
special security measures, as well as the mentally 
disabled and psychopathic prisoners who need 
special medical, psychiatric or psychological treat
ment. On the other hand, juvenile and young of
fenders, first offenders and all other prisoners suitable 
for open, semi-open or other mitigated forms of deten
tion should also be separated from prisoners requiring 
standard treatment. 

If the separation of different groups of prisoners 
is to be of any practical use, architectural and organ
isational measures are necessary. 

A security prison that would not aim to give any 
form of treatment could be organised in such a way as 
to ensure that, with a small number of staff, as many 
prisoners as possible are guarded , cared for, super
vised, kept occupied and well sealed off from the out
side world. The typical style of a traditional custodial 
institution is the big pentagon-shaped penitentiary. 

Detention including treatment, on the other 
hand, calls often for only a limited degree of outward 
security ; the crux of the matter lies in internal organ
isation, manageable groups, adequate trained special
ist staff and the greatest possible degree of flexibility 
to meet the varying requirements of treatment. 

Hand in hand with the necessity for a sufficient 
differentiation of penal institutions goes the creation 
of appropriate prison regimes. When choosing the 
appropriate prison regime in a differentiated system, 
the key problem is always how far treatment facilities 
can be given precedence over security aspects or 
vice versa. The choice of regime is therefore inti
mately related to the question of which aim is domi
nant in the institution concerned . 

The different regimes vary from open, semi-open 
and other mitigated regimes to standard regimes and 
to security and high security regimes. Special regimes 
exist also for mentally disabled and psychopathic of
fenders , for alcohol and drug addicts and for danger
ous recidivists . For juvenile and young offenders as 
well as fist offenders and traffic offenders , special 
regimes are common. In several penal systems im
prisonment in stages is introduced and all systems 
know pre-release regimes. There is, indeed, a great 
variety of possible regimes. 

Any differentiation of penal institutions and the 
· creation of appropriate prison regimes require, as a 
logi.cal consequence, a reasonable distribution of 
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offenders sentenced to imprisonment best by means 
of classification. 

The organisational problem of distributing sen
tenced offenders to the penal institutions can be 
solved in different ways . The criteria for the distri
bution can be formal and laid down in advance by law, 
decree, regulation or order. On the other hand, in par
ticular when longer terms 6f imprisonment are con
cerned , the decision, where and under which regime 
the sentenced offender should be placed, can be 
made in every individual case by classification . it is 
necessary for the classification procedure to work 
promptly, without undue complication and effectively. 
The dividing up of prisoners will therefore generally 
be solved in accordance with formal criteria such as 
sex, age, proximity to home, social ties, criminal 
record and accomplices. The classification must, 
however, also satisfy special treatment needs (eg the 
necessity for high security measures, special medical 
care or psychiatric treatment, vocational training, 
work, etc). 

The fact of imprisonment means that, to varying 
degrees according to the regime, the prisoner is kept 
in an artificial, regimented environment that contrasts 
with his/her normal state of liberty. Imprisonment 
should therefore consist of deprivation of liberty 
alone, without any further aggravating circumstances. 
A resolute effort must be made, especially in closed 
prisons , to counter any excessively pronounced 
" prison sub-culture", which impedes social rehabili
tation, and to reduce all the negative consequences of 
long term imprisonment such as emotional disturb
ances, disturbances in comprehension and ability to 
think, obsessional ideas, infantile and regressive 
behaviour and social contact troubles . 

Well trained prison officers, who have a human 
understanding of the prisoners in their care and are 
willing to listen and talk to them , can perform miracles 
in creating a good prison atmosphere. And such an 
atmosphere is always a first-class security measure in 
itself also. 

it is true that in recent years the idea that impris
onment should be entirely therapeutic has been given 
up, for it has been realised that not all prisoners can 
be rehabilitated and that treatment depends on the 
individual's willingness and ability to co-operate . 
Today, therefore, the guiding principle is no longer 
compulsory treatment but fair opportunities for treat
ment for all those who are willing and fit to take advan
tage of them. 

11. The treatment of prisoners and the prep
aration of prisoners for release 

The notion of "treatment" is sometimes contro
versial. There are feelings that, used in the context of 
prisons "treatment" implies exclusively something 
comparable to a mere medical or even to a psychiatric 
approach. There is a certain feeling that a different 
term, such as "management" or "education" or 
"assistance" should be used instead, but there is not 
unanimity about this either. it was therefore generally 
agreed in the Council of Europe that "treatment" 
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would be understood in a broad sense, in.cluding all 
measures needed to maintain or to recover the physi
cal and mental health of prisoners, as w·ell as a whole 
range of activities to encourage and advance social 
rehabilitation and to give prisoners opportunities to 
acquire competence to live socially responsible lives 
and to disengage from criminality . "Treatment" there
fore is to be understood as including social training , 
schooling, general education, vocational training , 
work, reasonable leisure-time activities, physical 
exercise, visits, correspondence, newspapers, maga
zines, books , radio, television, social-work support , 
pastoral care, then, of course, psychological and 
medical (including psychiatric) treatment. 

In the context of treatment, conditional early 
release (parole) is an indispensable means. The hope 
of an early release can , particularly in cases of longer 
terms of imprisonment, create the motivation and 
endurance to undergo treatment and to "deserve" 
earlier liberty. Early release can be a positive instru
ment to adapt the duration of imprisonment to the 
social development of the offender. it must therefore 
be seen as a part of the organisation of imprisonment. 
As any conditional early release is often accompanied 
by instructions, orders, probation or other forms of 
after-care assistance, it can facilitate the offender's 
transition from imprisonment to liberty and assist 
his/her efforts towards social rehabilitation. Besides 
this, early release is an important instrument of crime
policy. it helps to mitigate the detrimental effects of 
long-term imprisonment, it may help to correct too 
rigid sentencing, it is a means to decrease the 
numbers of inmates and, particularly in connection 
with probation, it takes into account the various diffi
culties of social rehabilitation. 

One can discuss the conditions and the organ
isation of early release or parole, but one cannot give 
up parole without causing a serious loss for the 
administration of justice. 

All treatment strategies must necessarily be 
seen in the context of the preparation of p.risoners for 
their release, whatsoever the prognosis for social 
rehabilitation may be. 

it has often been stated that the preparation of 
prisoners for release should start immediately after 
their reception in the institutions. This might seem to 
be a little theoretical, nevertheless there is much 
sense in it. Although most prison administrations are 
largely dominated by issues such as the effective 
running of the institutions, security and control, over
crowding, manpower, the condition of prison build
ings and budgetary problems, it is still a generally 
acknowledged purpose of imprisonment to rehabili
tate offenders. lt is in the interests both of individual 
prisoners and the. society at large that inmates are 
offered opportunities for a proper treatment with the 
aim of their positive readjustment to life outside 
prison . Different inmates have different needs and 
problems according to their personal circumstances. 
Many inmates face difficulties in relation to homeless
ness, unemployment, social isolation or the existence 
of deviant social bonds solely, lack of proper edu
cation, lack of markeiable skijls, health problems or 



drug or alcohol addiction . These inmates need assist
ance , advice and training . The inmates mainly want . 
direct practical help with their particular problems and 
this as soon as possible . Apart from specific arrange
ments for the individual assistance of prisoners, in
cluding expert guidance and advice, general 
programmes of education and training are necessary. 
All treatment efforts seem to aim at three main goals : 

First, the cultivation of the habit of work, including 
proper vocational training in marketable skills, as a 
positive treatment means in order to rehabilitate in
mates, to prevent a deterioration of their human per
sonality and to enable them after their release to earn 
their living in a socially responsible way. 

Second, the acquisition of appropriate life and 
. social skills by social education and training in order 
to readjust inmates to life outside prison and sustain 
social bonds . 

Third, specific assistance and expert guidance in 
order to meet individual needs and to solve personal 
problems of inmates. 

All prison administrators know well enough how 
many obstacles and constraints must be overcome in 
practice if preparation for release arrangements are 
to receive the satisfactory standard they observe. 
Budgetary restrictions and the problem of manpower 
are likely to be a major difficulty. Existing staffing 
levels in penal institutions generally cannot be ex
ceeded . New tasks can only be introduced by re
arranging the existing tasks . There is often no easy 
way of introducing new · preparation for release ar
rangements which make further demands on prison 
staff or require additional specially trained personnel. 

Other constraints that limit the efforts or the 
effectiveness of treatment are often security and con
trol demands. In security units usually security and 
control must be given precedence over more liberal 
treatment strategies. A further burden on the adminis
tration is the large number of offenders passing 
through the penal system. lt is also a fact that pris
oners are often not co-operative with staff. On the 
other hand, we must never forget that, despite all 
attempts to humanise and normalise penal insti· 
tutions, they remain essentially abnormal and stress
ful environments within which it is often hard to 
preserve a positive approach to life after the release. 
Finally, the variable and often unpredictable response 
of the public and particularly the mass media towards 
criminal offenders and prisoners in general are often 
not just conducive to efforts designed to rehabilitate 
prisoners and divert them from crime. When faced 
with these difficulties, there is a strong temptation to 
respond by concentrating on the efficient running of 
penal institutions, on security and control and good 
order. But clearly this is not enough. Sentenced of
fenders are still members of our respective society 
and humanity is indivisable. Prisoners must be given 
the opportunity to use their time in custody positively 
if they are to learn from their mistakes and to avoid 
some of the pitfalls that inevitably await them on their 
return to the community. Without promoting the pris
oners' readjustment to outside life there is almost no 

chance to avoid their recidivism . A good. preparation 
of prisoners for release is self-evidently ih the interests 
of both the prisoners and the community at large. 
After all , prison staff can find their work more 
satisfying and challenging when they are involved in 
treatment tasks and caring for prisoners as well a!> 
controlling them . 

There are a few basic principles which should 
underlie all preparation for release arrangements: 

First, all categories and types of inmates should 
be offered preparation for release arrangements. 
(Even in cases of short-term imprisonment or where 
obstacles prevail, at least a minimum level of assist
ance should be given with the aim of identifying and 
solving practical problems of the individual inmate.) 

Second, preparation for release should begin as 
soon as possible after the reception of the prisoner in 
the institution . (In the majority of cases, inmates are in 
custody for relatively short periods and assistance 
and advice is therefore necessary promptly after their 
reception in the institution. In these cases, the main 
effort should be directed to ensuring that the individ
ual prisoner does not loose his/her accommodation , 
job and social bonds and that sufficient time is given 
to apply for jobs and vocational training courses to 
learn skills the prisoner will need after the release.) 

Third, preparation for release arrangements 
should be an essential part of the treatment pro
gramme (sentence planning). (In cases of long term 
imprisonment or indeterminate sentences it would be 
inappropriate to raise questions about release im
mediately after the reception in the institution. In 
these cases a carefully planned treatment programme 
- including work and vocational training, social edu
cation and training and individual assistance and 
advice - is of real importance.) 

Fourth, preparation for release arrangements 
should fast throughout the prisoners ' stay in custody. 

Fifth, during the last months in custody - when 
in most cases pre release regimes are admitted -
particular attention should be given to promoting the 
inmates' re-adjustment to life outside. 

Six, in preparation for release arrangements the 
prison administration should seek the co-operation and 
help of a wide range of organisations and expert 
people working in different spheres. (Prison officers 
have a major contribution to make ; but social workers, 
probation officers, teachers; educators, psychologists , 
chaplains, outside organisations and individuals and 
experts in various fields have important complemen
tary roles to play.) 

Seven, preparation for release arrangements 
should be regular and systematically monitored and 
evaluated and, as far as necessary, refined and 
improved. 

Pre-release treatment 

"Pre-release treatment" is not kept apart in all 
penal systems from the wide range of preparation for 
release arrangements and there are often no distinct 
definitions. This causes no harm in practice as long as 
efforts are made to assist prisoners in their personal· 
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needs, teach them the necessary skills and readjust 
them to life outside prison . Nevertheless, in several 
penal systems, pre-release treatment is understood 
as a relaxed regime during the last period of the 
sentence when the prison.er has already served the 
biggest part of his/her term of imprisonment and is 
facing release within several months. This pre-release 
treatment is the last stage of all preparation for 
release arrangements . Sometimes, however, prep
aration for release is understood as that assistance 
and advice given to the individual prisoner shortly 
before his/her actual release. In any case, all efforts 
serving the preparation for release are linked together 
and can be regarded as a continuum. That is, after all, 
valid for all treatment measures which aim at social 
resettlement. 

In those penal systems where pre-release treat
ment is explicitly prescribed, the following measures 
of preparation for the forthcoming release are 
common: 

The transfer to a pre-release regime is an open, 
semi-open or othrrwise relaxed institution or unit 
wherever feasible . -

Work release (regular work outside the prison 
without supervision). 

Daily short leave or at least , leave under escort 
or group leave. 

Special prison leave in order to settle personal 
matters (eg job, accommodation documents, financial 
affairs). 

More frequent and longer visits without super
vision. 

Legal advice and expert advice in various per
sonal, financial and social affa irs including the 
naming of authorities or agencies competent for 
social benefits. 

Medical examination and advice. 

Release grant where the prisoner's own funds 
are not sufficient, the institution shall give him/her an 
amount of money for travel and subsistence expenses 
during the first period after the release and provide 
proper clothing . 

Long-term imprisonment 

In all cases of long-term imprisonment, the treat
ment programme and its permanent review have 
special importance. A term of five, ten or more years 
of imprisonment cannot reasonably be planned from 
the outset only as a transition to future life in freedom . 
There must also be arrangements for more immediate 
aims the prisoner can achieve, involving some adjust
ment to the inevitable conditions of prison life and a 
meaningful use of the prisoner's abilities. The respec
tive treatment programme must be based on a re
alistic assessment of aims and possibilities. Any other 
attitude would lead to disappointments. Especially in 
the case of long termers, any treatment strategy 
requires a thorough examination of the prisoner's per
sonality at the beginning of the enforcement of the 
sentence. Wherever possible, the long-term prisoner 
should be encouraged to co-operate and to display a 
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sense of eo responsibility for his/her own develop
ment. In particular long termers need a programme of 
activities which will' help them use their long tfme in 
prison constructively and so finally prepare them for 
release. Nevertheless, a warning must be given 
against any over-optimism concerning the results of 
treatment. Considering the means available to the 
prison administrations, a chance in the prisoner 's per
sonal structure cannot generally be expected . The 
treatment given to a prisoner can, however, modify 
the prisoner's capacity to adapt and develop himself. 

Psychiatric explorations and psychological 
examinations have shown that, after a period of about 
five years of imprisonment, a so-called functional 
psycho-syndrome may be expected which is essen
tially a separation syndrome and reversible . The main 
characteristics of long-term prisoners suffering from 
this syndrome are emotional disturbances, disturb
ances in comprehension and ability to think, infantile 
regressive changes in the mode of life, difficulty in 
making social contacts, a considerable loss of reality , 
some decline in reaction mechanisms , a higher 
degree of neuroticism, a significant increase of hos
tility and of aggression against the self, and a decline 
in self evaluations. lt must, however, be stressed that 
the deprivation of liberty is experienced in quite dif
ferent ways by individual prisoners and that isolation 
does not cause the same effects in every case . 

Everything that was said in relation to prep
aration for release arrangement~ and pre-release 
treatment is of particular importance for long-term 
prisoners. 

In the case of long-term prisoners suffering from 
serious personality disturbances, the therapeutic 
character of treatment will have to be stressed. 

For all other long termers the most important 
thing is to be assigned to suitable work as soon as 
possible . The kind of work and vocational training 
should be marketable so that it may enable the pris
oner to earn his/her living after the release. Work is 
thus a part of the adjustment to the normal conditions 
of life in freedom. 

In order to counteract the separation syndrome 
in cases of long deprivation of liberty, attempts should 
be made to uphold connections to the outside world 
and to create situations similar to those outside. This 
can be done in workshops, classrooms and leisure 
time areas, as well as by the use of radio, television, 
newspapers and periodicals, visits and correspon
dence, and wherever possible, the different forms of 
prison leave. 

In particular long-term prisoners need an inten
sive pre-release treatment which can help them, after 
long years of imprisonment, to be prepared to meet 
the many difficulties and pitfalls of life in the outside 
world. As the loss of employment and income are an 
almost logical consequence of long term imprison
ment, often accompanied by homelessness and the 
lack of social bonds, individual assistance and expert 
advice are extremely necessary. Pre release treat
ment for long termers should also include courses for 
life and social skills. 



Long-term imprisonment can go hand in hand 
with being held in security regimes and sometimes in 
high security units. Fortunately, the number of 
dangerous prisoners is generally below 5% of the 
total prison population, and those prisoners who must 
be regarded as dangerous in the highest degree and 
create custodially a high risk so that they require 
maximum security measures, are usually not more 
than one out of one thousand. The required level of 
security and control over that really dangerous and 
custodially high risk prisoner minority is attained prin
cipally by segregating them from the majority of pris
oners and by greater control of smaller groups. lt 
stands to reason that security measures and control 
prevail in high security units. Sophisticated techno
logical equipment and considerably increased prison 
staff are available. Nevertheless, technology shol'ld 
never be allowed to become a substitute for the 
human factor in any aspect of prison operations . Staff 
can contribute significantly to a good "internal cli
mate" if interface between them and prisoners is 
characterised by humanity and understanding. The 
stricter precautio:1s of security regimes and the segre
gation from other prisoners are, the more they impede 
treatment efforts. This, however, should not lead to 
the conclusion that treatment aiming at the social 
rehabilitation of dangerous prisoners is impossible . 
The ultimate purpose of any treatment strategy is to 
preserve the prisoner's personality and afford oppor
tunities for personal development, so that a level of 
insight and competence may be reached which en
ables the offender to lead a socially responsible life in 
the free community. 

Short-term Imprisonment 

The imposition of short-term prison sentences 
should be avoided as far as possible. Short-term 
imprisonment is educationally ineffective and in terms 
of crime policy often regarded as detrimental. On the 
one hand, the period of a few weeks or months in 
prison is not sufficient to go ahead with treatment 
strategies, and often it is not even possible to provide 
suitable work to the short termers, let alone vocational 
training or social education . On the other hand , few 
weeks or months or imprisonment can be decisive for 
loosing job and accommodation or becoming alien
ated from family and friends . In spite of many efforts 
made in the member States of the Council of Europe 
to restrict the passing of short-term prison sentences, 
our penal institutions still contain a large number of 
inmates serving short-term sentences of up to six 
months. · 

For all these reasons, preparation for release 
arrangements or pre-release treatment for short 
termers should mainly concentrate on identifying and 
solving practical problems of the individual inmate by 
assistance and expert advice in legal , financial, per
sonal and social matters . 

Work 

Work in penal institutions is closely linked up 
with the preparation of prisoners for life in society out
side prisons . The history of work in penal institutions 

is its progress from an essential punitive element in 
penal regimes , through a role of mere occupation , to 

. an important means of positive contribution to the 
rehabilitation of offenders. At one time work , in the 
form of "hard labour", was seen as an effective ad
ditional punishment to the deprivation of liberty. lt had 
no purpose other than deterrence. Three hundred 
years ago, puritans saw work as good in itself. Later 
on, work was seen as conferring personal and social 
virtue on those who performed it. Afterwards , work 
has long been accepted as beneficial and a major 
element in penal regimes. Today, work is regarded as 
a matter-of-course necessity, a normal condition of 
life, and , as far as merit is to be conceded for work as 
a human activity, it lies in its satisfactions or its useful
ness to the individual and to society as a whole. Out
side prison, people who do not work do not enjoy the 
esteem which employment in socially acceptable 
work normally brings. Even workers on the lowest 
labouring levels are respected and can be seen as 
"honest workmen". Whatever the degree of social 
esteem may be , the implied acknowledgement of the 
usefulness of the work for earning the living for one
self or a family is an important element of self-respect. 
There is also the socialising influence of work ,- as far 
as it offers social relationships outside the family and 
the neighbourhood. These social relationships are 
beneficial to the development of human personality 
and essential to the quality of life. For most people it 
is difficult to contemplate life without such re- · 
lationships. 

In prisons too, work is an element in the make-up 
of the institutional society. In a penal institution 
where a variety of work opportunities are offered , it is 
reasonable -to assume that the kind of occupation 
affects the status of the individual inmate in some 
way. Very often prisoners are socially inadequate, 
absent of social norms and nc;>t used to regular work. 
lt is therefore vital for their rehabilitation to develop a 
positive attitude toward work and its fulfilling charac
ter. lt is also important for those inmates to be trained 
to perform work as a habit, as well as to appreciate 
the quality of work and the rewards that flow from it in 
terms of pay, self-respect, and status. There are the 
socialising influences, too, of work in association . 
Prisoners, like any other people, value the part they 
piay with their fellows in achieving the objectives of a 
work task. They benefit too from the interplay of per
sonalities that results from working within a team and 
the experience of being managed for defined pur
poses. The contribution they make to the production 
of a workshop, the construction of a prison building or 
the cultivation of crops is measured in terms of per
sonal achievement, usefulness and self respect. In all 
these ways work is important for the development of 
social personality and readjustment for life outside 
penal institutions. 

Social rehabilitation 

Human being is both, social person as well as 
individual personality. From birth until old age the 
individ.ual undergoes a permanent process of socialis
ation by getting integrated in social groups and, 
through those groups, into a certain society t:nd 
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culture. The individual learns various socially de
manded att itudes, accepts social values, and learns 
social behaviour. Thus the individual becomes quali
fied for interacting socially in groups and social insti
tutions by using accepted social behaviour patterns 
and learns to live socially adjusted in the respective 
society and culture . Besides that, human being is an . 
individual personality also , with the liberty to make 
decisions, to take responsibility, and even to keep a 
·critical distance to social demands. The various social 
demands of a society, including ethics, morals , re
ligious beliefs , ideologies, create the social value 
system of the respective society. These social 
demands of the social value system are embedded in 
social norms equipped with sanctions, so that socially 
demanded behaviour can be enforced and socially 
deviant behaviour be sanctioned. The system of 
social norms on its part is acknowledged by the legal 
system of any functioning State. Thus , those kinds, of 
socially deviant behaviour that are considered as 
serious enough to be punishable in the courts are 
defined by criminal law. 

If the proce.;s of socialising fails , so that social 
attitudes, values, and behaviour is not accepted, 
socially deviant behaviour is the consequence . In the 
case that socially deviant groups accomplish the pro
cess of integrating individuals, so that attitudes, 
values , and behaviour are accepted which are con
form with the deviant groups but socially deviant in 
relation to the main group, the same negative result 
occurs . If socially deviant behaviour is strongly re
fused by the respective society, marginal person
alities and marginal groups are the consequence . 
They are often regarded as social outcasts. One main 
group of those , we have to deal with, are criminals . 

Social rehabilitation of prisoners and their re
adjustment to life outside prison means therefore -
besides all practical advice and assistance and be
sides training in marketable skills - that the individ
ual prisoner must be let to develop new social 
attitudes, to accept social values - often different 
from the former ones - and to learn how to behave 
and interact in free society in a socially adjusted and 
responsible way. All the various treatment techniques 
may help to reach that goal. One fact, however, must 
never be forgotten : All efforts of prison adminis
trations inside penal institutions are useless if society 
does not give the released prisoner a fair chance to 
become integrated in community life again . 

Prison leave 

In the member States of the Council of Europe 
prison leave exists in one form or another in varying 
degrees. The reason for granting prison leave are 
various and consequently different types of prison 
leave exist. First of all, humanitarian reasons were 
procured to justify prison leave. For long years, pris
oners have been allowed to leave prison for a short 
space of time to visit their families when special 
circumstances so required, in particular in cases of 
serious illness or death of a close relative. Humani
tarian reasons are still valid for the justification of 
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prison leave. The second point deserving to be men
tioned is closely related to the humanitarian view. 
There has been a recognisable trend towards human
ising prisons and making them less of an ordeal by 
diminishing the various negative effects of imprison
ment. The regimes for most categories of prisoners 
have been liberalised , open and semi-open regimes 
created and outside contacts widened .· Prison leave is 
a logical consequence of these efforts . In this context , 
prison leave is to be seen as particularly important for 
prisoners who have to serve a longer term of impris
onment. The leave system allows them to get away 
from the artificial and protected environment of 
prison , even if only for a short period of time, and to 
immerse themselves in the realities of the outside 
world. Maintaining social bonds with their family, 
friends , employers and workmates , or establishing 
such links where they do not exist, is of vital import
ance for any effort of social rehabilitation. Another 
important point of preparation for release arrange
ments and pre-release treatment is to provide pris
oners with an opportunity to receive education, 
vocational training and work, whenever feasible and 
justifiable, outside of prisons. Work release, leave for 
vocational training , leave to attend courses or general 
education , and even leave to attend lectures in higher 
schools o·r universities are of high value in order to 
provide marketable skills and thus to give prisoners a 
chance to find back in the demanding life of the free 
community. Last but not least, prison leave is necess
ary when individual needs and problems must be met. 
The possibility of prison leave should therefore not 
be excluded for medical treatment, special legal or 
financ ial advice, job applying, finding accommo
dation, etc. 

Prison leave is sometimes assessed critically by 
the public, particularity in cases of misuse. it is there
fore necessary to inform the general public as fully 
and effectively as possible of the aims, working and 
results of the system. 

Ill. Final remarks 

it is generally acknowledged in the Council of 
Europe that the sentence of imprisonment has a puni
tive character in itself, it is however, also acknowl
edged that the time of imprisonment should be well 
used to offer and give treatment wherever possible 
and feasible . 

According to the European Prison Rules, the pur
poses of the treatment of persons in custody shall be 
such as to sustain their health and self-respect and, 
as far as the length of sentence permits, to develop 
their sense of responsibility and encourage those atti
tudes and skills that will assist them to return to 
society with a good chance of leading a law abiding 
and self-supporting lives after their release (rule 3). 

Every effort shall be made to ensure that the con
ditions of life are compatible with human dignity and 
acceptable standards in the community in order to 
minimise the detrimental effects of imprisonment, to 
provide opportunities for prisoners to develop skills 
and aptitudes that ~ill improve their prospects of 



successful resettlement after release, and to sustain 
and strengthen the social links with family , relatives 
and the outside community (rule 65) . To these ends all 
remedial, educational, moral, spiritual and other 
appropriate resources should be made available 
(rule 66). All treatme.nt efforts lead after all to the prep
aration of prisoners for release and aim at showing 
them that they are not excluded from the community 
but are still part of it. All categories of prisoners should 
have the benefit of preparation for release arrange
ments designed to assist them in returning to society, 
family life, home and employment. Prison adminis
trations should involve prison staff in the numerous 
treatment arrangements as well as sufficient special
ists such as social workers , probation officers, teachers, 
education and sports instructors, group counsellors, 
chaplains, psychologists, doctors and psychiatrists . 
Prison administrations should also work closely with 
the social services and agencies and all appropriate 
experts to meet the many individual needs of pris
oners when they are returning to the outside world . 

In practice it can be said that in the member 
States of the Council of Europe the European Prison 

Rules are to a large extent transformed into national 
law and applied in practice. Of course, in some 
countries exist higher standards than in others , still a 
lot has been achieved. This , however, must not give 
cause for complacency. 

During the 40 years of its existence, the Council 
of Europe has dealt with a lot of aspects and problems 
of prison administration. The existing conventions, 
recommendations and reports are good evidence. In 
recent years, the main topics were long-term and 
short-term prisoners, dangerous prisoners , prison 
management and regimes , work in prisons, prison 
leave, foreigners in prison, the transfer of foreign 
prisoners to their home countries , custody under 
remand, probation and after care, the construction of 
prisons, contagious diseases in prison , in particular 
AIDS, the treatment of drug and alcohol addicted 
inmates and alternatives to imprisonment. 

Helmut Gonsa 
Director General 

of the Austrian Prison Administration 

Recruitment, training and use of staff 

1. Introduction 

The staff is the most important asset in any 
prison system. The staff takes up the largest part of 
the budget in the form of salaries and wages etc. and 
the staff is of fundamental importance for the proper 
management of the institutions and the pursuit of their 
organisational and treatment objectives . And that is 
why the European Prison Rules order the prison ad
ministrations to give high priority to the fulfilment of 
the rules concerning personnel (Rule 51) . 

Traditionally most prison systems have operated 
with a relatively large, poorly trained and badly paid 
basic staff with a low esteem in the general popu
lation. Focus throughout the fifties , sixties and sev
enties on individual treatment of criminals has to a 
varying extent led to the hiring of a number of experts 
for carrying out the actual treatment. They first of all 
included psychiatrists , psychologists, social advisers 
and teachers. There has even been a tendency to 
regard . prison systems with the largest number of 
experts as the most progressive ones . 

And there can be no doubt that the presence of 
these experts has contributed strongly to the liberal
isation of the prison regimes, as we have been wit
nessing it during the past 20 to 30 years. · 

In some places the presence of these civilian 
experts, who have more or less had a monopoly on 
the treatment in the narrow sense of the word , has led 
to a certain polarisation of the staff. The large group 
of uniformed staff has felt that it had been pressurised 
into- or at least had not had much chance of leaving 
- the role as key-brandishers, where only the 
security 

duties remained . This limited role has in turn rubbed 
off on their attitude towards the prisoners. The prison 
officers risk becoming (or remaining) estranged in 
relation to the prisoners. You might say that a "de
personification process " is going on that may pave 
the way to a more inhuman conduct. 

The European Prison Rules ' section about per
sonnel is an expression that we have realised that the 
more liberal regimes in modern prison systems, which 
allow prisoners more association out of their cells , 
have implications for the staff. Better teamwork is 
required - as it is said in the explanatory memor
andum - and basic staff need to develop a closer 
understanding of the treatment objectives and their 
special roles in that respect. This will require changes 
in attitudes and functions, it is underlined. 

There can be little doubt about that. The require
ments made by the European Prison Rules to treat
ment in the narrow sense of the word as well as to the 
prison regimes in general make it illusory to continue 
basing the contents of our activities on experts and 
specialists, and exclusively using the basic staff for 
surveillance and similar duties pertaining to the se
curity. Everyone must be involved in and take an 
active part in the treatment of the inmates, in the 
broad sense of the word . 

This means that the basic staff must be placed in 
a far more central position than has hitherto been the 
case in most places. That this is the right path to tread 
was. also unoerlined at the first joint meeting for heads 
of national prison administrations from Eastern and 
Western Europe held in Messina and Rome in 1989. 
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In the so-called Rome Declaration it was among other 
things recommended "to develop managerial arrange
ments and training programmes to establish and 
maintain the centrality of the role of prison officers, 
thereby contributing to the enhancement of their pro
fessional identity and status, and to consider how the 
status and public image of prison officers might be 
enhanced through the introduction of a new title 
which more accurately reflects their expanded role". 

Thus, there seems to be general agreement 
about the objective of the staff policy. The next prob
lem will of course be how this objective is reached. 

Here, like in all other issues pertaining to the 
prison systems, each country must find its own way 
and its own speed. 

There are however certain guidelines in the 
European Prison Rules which I shall revert to now and 
again . But except for these, we are refer.red to our 
own inventiveness - or to receiving inspiration else
where. These Council of Europe seminars are, as it 
has been emphasised several times , one of the 
proven methods of exchanging experience and of 
obtaining new inspiration . lt is only in rare cases that 
what is being said about conditions in other countries 
can be copied directly. But it may often be used as a 
vitamin injection . And that is supposed to be good for 
you - in moderation ! 

2. Unit ":'anagement 

lt is an eternal truth that if you give a person a 
responsibility , then he will feel responsible. He rises 
to the occasion, as the saying goes. 

A necessary condition for getting a responsible 
and engaged staff is therefore that you give them 
something to be responsible for and engaged in . In 
other words, you must be prepared for a high degree 
of decentralisation. The central management must 
delegate responsibility to the individual prisons. And 
the individual prisons must delegate responsibili ty to 
the individual members of the staff. The latter may for 
instance be accomplished by means of the so-called 
unit management. 

Unit management is a decentralised approach to 
inmate management. 1t uses smaller, more manage
able units and emphasises extensive interaction with 
inmates. 

In operational terms, the unit management 
systems divides an institution into smaller units 
centred on an inmate housing unit. 

In short: unit management entails that all de
cisions concerning the inmate's everyday life - his 
treatment in the broad sense of the word - are made 
locally and by officers who know the inmate and 
are in touch with him every day. A decision may for 
example be made at a weekly meeting for the staff of 
the ward in which the prisoner is residing . The group 
making the decision may for instance consist of a 
couple of prison officers, the foreman of the workshop 
where the inmate is employed, the teacher giving the 
inmate tuition, the social adviser attached to the ward, 
and a representative of the prison administration . it is 
the duty of the representative of the administration to 
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ensure partly that the decisions are legal ,. partly that 
they are within the compass of the crime policy in 
force at any time, and finally that the decision does 
not constitute a security risk . 

When the system has been completely built up , 
it will mean that each and every member of the basic 
staff will be responsible for two to three prisoners -
also responsible that their cases are prepared prop
erly for the unit meetings. 

In accordance with the earlier mentioned Rome 
Declaration , we have introduced a new title in Den
mark for the prison officers who are working in this 
way: we call them unit officers. 

In co-operation with the specialists, these unit 
officers handle all aspects of the prison work, ie both 
duties with relation to treatment, such a social work, 
employment and recreational activities, and the tra
ditional security functions . 

Unit management has gradually been introduced 
in the Danish prisons during the past 20 years or so, 
and in a very few years this work will have been com
pleted . lt is hardly a system that can be .ntroduced 
overnight. 

But it is on the other hand a system which is now 
being introduced in many places - also outside of 
Scandinavia. In Canada , for example, they are now 
busy introducing it - whether the reason is that a 
Dane is the director-general of the prison adminis
tration over there, I shall refrain from saying. And they 
are also well on their way in Australia and New 
Zealand (Persons with a special interest in this 
subject may order a number of Canadian publications 
on unit management that give a detailed description 
of this kind of management). 

lt is hardly necessary to say more about unit 
management here. Elements of it will be touched on 
later. But let me underline two things, for the sake of 
good order. Unit management is not a magic formula 
which can be implemented to solve all outstanding 
problems for prisoners or staff . Prisons are total insti
tutions with complicated relationships between these 
two groups, mainly because the officers have the dual 
task to control and at the same time to support . Unit 
management can help officers overcome the con
tradiction between these two elements, because it 
brings the officers and the inmates closer to each 
other. There will in a manner of speaking be a per
sonification of the members of the opposite group. 

The other thing is that unit management is no 
necessary prerequisite for a modern staff policy as the 
one I shall now tell you about. Other methods can be 
used. Not least during the transitional stage. 

I will now turn to the question of recruitment of 
prison staff . 

3. Recruitment 

The European Prison Rules tells us that prison 
staff shall have a civil service status (Rule 54 . sub~ 
section 2). In my opinion it is also obvious that the 
regimes that are a 11ecessary condition for prisoner 
treatment in accordance with_ the European Prison 



Rules can only with difficulty be reconci.led with a 
system where the prison staff are attached to the mili- . 
tary or to para-military organisations . Prisons should 
be a job for the civilian administration . 

I wish to underline that when I mention selection 
or recruitment in what follows, I am exclusively re
ferring to the basic staff, although the Prison ·Rules ' 
demand for careful selection covers all staff categories. 
Because there is no getting round it that it is the large 
group of employees - the prison officers - who are 
of particular interest in this connection . 

lt goes without saying that the demands made to 
applicants for basic staff positions must be adapted to 
the duties to be performed by this staff. The more 
duties delegated to the basic staff - the more com
petence they are given in their daily work - the 
greater demands must be made. 

The pursuit of the organisational and treatment 
objectives set up in the European Prison Rules in 
itself involves great demands. And that is why it has 
been established in the Priscn Rules governing the 
chosen applicants that special emphasis shall be 
given to their integrity, humanity , professional ca
pacity and personal suitability for the work (Rule 54) . 

I could imagine that some of you are already now 
thinking that such demands are all very well - but 
that is not possible to attract very many persons with 
these admirable qualifications with today's conditions 
of tenure, and not least salaries. I shall return to the 
necessary relationship between demands and sal
aries at a later point. 

But as mentioned, the European Prison Rules 
makes certain basic demands which it might be dif
ficult enough to meet. If you decide in favour of a 
model based on unit management or a similar model , 
it is even more important to make demands to . the 
applicants' human qualities, because in a prison 
system like this they will have a decisive influence on 
the continued fate of the individual prisoner. In the 
Danish prison administration we consequently 
demand directly that the applicants must possess a 
number of human qualifications that are needed for 
the work. In short it can be said about these qualifi
cations that the applicants must be able to find out 
what others think and believe, they must be interested 
in their surroundings and appear as persons who are 
attentive and capable of establishing contacts. They 
must be tolerant , but at the same time mentally 
robust, and it is imperative that they are able to create 
respect for themselves in a quiet and sober-minded 
manner. They must be able to keep their heads cool 
and in control of things when they are under pressure, 
and responsible for the jobs assigned to them, and 
they should not be too touchy. lt is moreover very 
important that they are eager to learn, as there are a 
lot of things they have to familiarise themselves with 
in connection with their training . Finally, the applicant 
must be in good health and in fine physical shape. 

Add to this that a proper unit officer, who is also 
responsible for the employment of the inmates, 

should have some kind of vocational .or technical 
training . We are now demanding this of all newly 
appointed unit officers in the Danish prison system . 

A very important thing in connection with the 
recruitment of basic staff is that you make it qu ire 
clear to the applicants beforehand what their future 
duties will be , and the demands that will be made on 
them. If you deal lightly with this part of the employ
ment procedure, you may get hold of wrong persons 
for the job, persons who cannot adjust to the system 
because it is not the way they thought it was . 

What we do is this: we give the applicants a 
brochure with a brief description of what is demanded 
of them and or the working conditions we can offer 
them, and we arrange local recruitment meetings 
where experienced prison officers and institution 
leaders tell them what it is like to be employed at a 
prison . These two elementary precautions have 
spared both us and the applicants a lot of vexation . 

If after the introductory information meeting a 
person would like to apply for a job as wison officer, 
he must complete an application form which will be 
evaluated at the Staff Training Centre. Already at this 
point, more persons are weeded out who evidently do 
not satisfy the demands made. The others are invited 
to take part in a written examination where the appli
cants' way of thinking is tested , among other things. 
Applicants who pass this test will be interviewed for 
about an hour by a special instruction officer who will 
prepare a written evaluation of the applicants' suit
ability. Finally, the applicant must take part in a short 
interview with an employment committee where the 
central administration as well as the Staff Training 
Centre and the Prison Officers ' Union is represented . 
This committee will decide whether the applicant can 
become employed. 

The importance of a careful selection can hardly 
be exaggerated. Once you get hold of the right 
persons, the probability that they can manage the 
training and cope with the work is great. If you instead 
get hold of the wrong persons, then an education -
no matter how good it is - will often turn out to be 
wasted . 

In Denmark, and also in the other Scandinavian 
countries, we have for number of years placed great 
emphasis on the recruitment of a large number of 
female officers. lt is partly an expression of the funda
mental treatment principle, the gist of which is to 
approximate the conditions in our prisons as much as 
possible to the outside conditions (normalisation) . lt is 
also our experience that the presence of female staff 
in prisons with a preponderance of male inmates has 
contributed strongly to limiting the conflicts in the 
institutions and to improving the language used in the 
prisons. The situation in Denmark is now that about 
20% of all prison officers are women, and it is ex
pected that this figure will rise further as it is now a 
fact that almost equally many women and men are 
recruited. On top of that there are the civilian groups 
where there are probably already just as many women 
as men. 
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This policy is completely in accordance with 
the European Prison Rules where it is stipulated in 
Rule 62 that we must encourage the appointment of 
staff of the opposite sex in institutions or parts of insti
tutions housing prisoners. 

4 Training 

The European Prison Rules only make very 
general demands to the training staff. lt is said that on 
recruitment or after an appropriate period of practical 
experience the personnel shall be given a course of 
training in their general and specific duties and be 
required to pass theoretical and practical tests . At a 
later stage of the carer this training should then be fol 
lowed up by appropriate refresher courses (Rule 55). 

it is underlined in the explanatory memorandum 
that these demands have already been met in most 
prison systems. Our attention is therefore drawn to 
the fact that we should not be content with meeting 
these basic demands, but try to develop these pro
grammes further through new thinking and creativity. 

The primary condition for an effective training 
system for prison staff is allocation of the necessary 
resources and facilities for the purpose. Training of 
staff should be considered as an investment in the 
prison system of the future, and the top management 
of the prison system should therefore take active and 
continuous part in the design of the training courses , 
and try to ensure that the necessary funds will be 
included i'n the budget. In Denmark we have ap
pointed a permanent training council where staff 
organisations are also represented, and where the 
director-general is the chairman . Agreement has been 
reached in this council to earmark about 5% of the 
Department of Prisons and Probation's total budget 
each year for staff training (in other words, 50 million 
out of 1 billion Danish kroner) . · 

In a modern prison system which has to live up 
to the European Prison Rules, the training should 
focus on the students ' knowledgeand skills as well as 
on their attitudes. The more independent the staff is 
to appear, the greater responsibility they are given, 
the more important it is that their attitudes are in 
accordance with the crime policy in force at any time 
- and hence with the basic principles contained in 
the European Prison Rules. 

The training should be of a certain duration, and 
it should contain theoretical elements as well as 
periods with practical work. How long the training is to 
be must of course depend on the practical and econ
omic possibilities in each country. In Denmark the 
training lasts three year~. seven months of which 
distributed on five courses take place at the Staff 
Training Centre, while the remaining time is used for 
periods with practical work at different types of insti
tutions. 

If one of the objectives of the trair:1ing is to 
support the students' personal and human develop
ment and to create what should preferably be a life
long involvement in the treatment of criminals, then it 
is important that the theoretical part of the training 
does not become too narrow and too focused on 
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prisons. The students will without a doubt learn all the 
prison routines during their periods with practical 
work. 

A modern prison-theoretical training should con 
tain elements of general social science , criminal law, 
social laws and regulations, psychology, pedagogics , 
conflict solution, administration , co-operation, prison 
regimes and of course surveillance and security 
tasks, including self-defence. The aim is to provide 
the students with concrete and directly relevant 
knowledge, and to give them some general know
ledge of society and people that will enable them to 
understand criminological and crime-political prob
lems, and also to understand and take a position on 
human - including deviant human - behaviour. 

As it appears from the European Prison Rules , it 
should be ensured by means of examinations and 
tests that the students have really acquired the right 
skills and are able to use them. 

That it is not only the basic staff , but also the 
civilian specialists and groups of leaders that need 
training - and not least supplementary training - is 
obvious. A modern prison system should invest a lot 
of time and effort in the development of relevant 
leadership training that will enable the leaders to 
control the decentralised organisations and to con
tinuously develop and adapt the organisations. 

I will now return to the last part of my con
tribution: 

5. Use of staff 

This should not take too long, as I have on 
several occasions mentioned the chief points of view 
on which a modern staff policy should be based. 

The main thing is to give the basic staff a central 
role to play in the prison's everyday life. This does not 
mean that the specialists and experts no longer have 
a role to play. lt simply means that their function too 
must be adapted to the needs of modern crime policy. 
In practice this means that the specialists will have 
two main functions. One of them is to handle the dif
ficult cases within their area of competence, ie cases 
where specialist knowledge is required . The other is 
to act as supervisors, sources of inspiration and pro
moters towards the basic staff. Together these tasks 
will mean that there will not be a reduced need for 
specialists in the prisons of the future. In many prison 
systems a large number of specialists should no 
doubt be added, if the prisons are to function at a rea
sonable level. 

But the biggest task - and the most important 
one - is to qualify the basic staff to take on those 
commonplace functions within all spheres of the 
prison that occur every day. They are the traditional 
security functions as well as jobs having to do with 
treatment. Only if we are successful in this can we 
derive the full benefits of the human resources found 
in the basic staff. And this is a necessity, not least in 
time~ where our economy sets strict limits to our 
prospects of increasing the staff. 

lt is however also a necessity, if the basic staff is 
to be given a more qualified purpose in life. 



And that in turn is a necessity, if a reasonable · 
atmosphere is to be created in the prisons and a 
reasonable basis is to be established, so that the 
inmates can get something useful out of their stay in 
prison. 

6. Conclusion 

I mentioned at the beginning that there is a 
necessary connection between a wider range of 
duties and increased responsibility on one hand , and 
the salaries arid workin·g conditions on the other hand. 
And it is underlined in the European Prison Rules 
(Rule 54) that "salaries shall be adequate to attract 
and retain suitable men and women ; employment 
benefits and conditions of service shall be favourable 
in view of the exacting nature of the work" . I do not 
know what the conditions are like in Eastern Europe, 
but in Western Europe there can be little doubt that 
salaries are of decisive importance for the persons 
you can recruit and retain as prison staff. it costs a lot 
of money to raise the salaries for the large groups of 
people that are typically involved, but it is necessary 
to lay your hands on it , if you wish to obtain an effec
tive prison system . In Denmark we have just raised 
the salaries for unit officers quite considerably , and 
this was made possible by means of rationalisations 
and reductions of the staff , so that the savings were 
used for raising the salaries for those who stayed on . 
This is one way of doing it , though not necessarily 
always the best or most expedient way. 

it is our definite experience in Denmark that in 
prisons where unit management has been introduced 
and where the basic staff has been given new and 
more extensive duties there has been a considerable 
improvement of the atmosphere and of the tone 
between staff and inmates . And there can be no doubt 
either that the closer relations between staff and 
inmates contribute to a change of attitude in both 
groups. 

Now that I am approaching the end , I should like 
to quote something from the new Guidelines for work 
ethics prepared by the Scandinavian Prison Officers ' 
Union . These rules have been worked out by the basic 
staff itself and were adopted by the respective unions 
in 1989. 

it is stated in the introduction to these guidelines 
that one of the reasons why the Prison Officers' Union 
prepared then is that "in our daily work we communi
cate with people who are in a very special position, 

facing imprisonment, the strongest reaction of 
so.ciety . 

Prisoners are not a uniform. group (it goes on) , 
however they all share one common feature which is 
that they have the same fundamental need to be 
respected as human beings regardless of what their 
crime is. 

The fact that many prisoners have committed 
serious crimes makes it important that our members 
can show the same kind of conduct towards all of 
them - a conduct based on an occupational role 
allowing a joint basic ethical attitude . 

One of the fundamental ethical issues is respect 
for the human being" . 

The main provisions governing the prison officers ' 
relations to the inmates go like this: 

"A member must not through his conduct or the 
performance of his duties unnecessarily offend an 
inmate or the inmate 's relatives . 

Members shall respect an inmate 's religious and 
social opinions and his cultural and social backoJround 
regardless of skin, colour and nationality. When com
municating with the inmates , members shall set a 
good example with regard to language and manners 
and secure the legitimate rights of the inmates , 
encouraging them to behave in a socially acceptable 
manner, to increase their understanding of their 
situation". 

These guidelines show better than many theor
etical arguments that the rank and file prison staff 
have accepted the attitudes on which eg the Euro
pean Prison Rules and the European Human Rights 
Convention are based . I believe that this is among 
other things due to the recruitment procedure and 
training they have been through, and not least the 
way the basic staff is used irJ the so-called unit mana
gement organisation . 

I take these guidelines as an expression that it 
pays to focus on proper selection and training of basic 
staff , and to offer them good working conditions. This 
is of course a protracted on going process . But a 
necessary one. On objective, however excellent , and 
no rules, however well-meant - like the European 
Prison Rules - are worth a thing, unless the staff 
shares the attitudes on which they are based . 

William Rentzmann 
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NEWS FROM THE MEMBER STATES 

Statistics on prison populations 
in member states of the Council of Europe 
(1990 surveys) 

The following information, drawn from the six
monthly survey on prison populations introduced in 
1983 by the Council for Penological Co-operation, 
concerns the situation of prison populations at 
1 February 1990 and 1 September 1990, as well as 
the flows tor 1989. 

For the second time , we are having to publish the 
results of both surveys tor one year (February and 
September 1990) - with a considerable delay - in 
the same issue of the Prison Information Bulletin . This 
situation , which detracts from the value of the stat
istics, is principally due to the extension of member 
States ' deadlines tor subrr.itting replies, as well as to 
the fact that our increasing proportion of the Council 
Secretariat's activity is being devoted to aid for the 
countries of Eastern Europe, without the provision of 
any additional staff. 

The survey for 1 September 1990 was launched 
at the end.of January 1991 . Six months later, we had 
received 17 replies . After reminders, the last question
naire to be received reached us in mid-December 
1991 . We have therefore decided not to wait for the 
missing replies to compile the statistics 1 . 

In order to reduce these deadlines, the Council 
for Penological Co-operation decided at its 22nd meet
ing (5-7 November 1991) , to carry out only one survey 
for 1991 , covering the situation at 1 September 1991 
and the flow for 1990. it is currently working on a new 
questionnaire which would be sent out once a year 
and would consist of two sections : 

- the first section would concern prion popu
lations and would mainly be a repl ica of the question
naire currently used for the September survey. Some 
details would be added to "problem" items, such as 
criminal category and definition of the "imprison
ment" unit of account ; 

- the second section would cover certain non
custodial sanctions and measures imposed in the 
course of the year. 

This question will be examined by the European 
Committee on Crime Problems (CDPC) at its 41st ple
nary session, in June 1992.2 

Situation at 1 February .and 1 September 1990 

On the basis of the raw data collected from 
administrations, it has been possible to calculate the 
following indicators (Tables 1 and 2); 

a. Total prison population ; 
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b. Detention rate per 100,000 : total prison popu
lation at the date of the statistics compared with the 
number of inhabitants at the same date (Figure 1); 

c. Proportion of "unconvicted prisoners" (%) : total 
number of prisoners who have not received a final 
sentence compared with the total prison population ; 

it should be recalled that the "unconvicted pris
oners" category is necessarily a heterogeneous on in 
juridical terms (see the example of Belgium, which 
gives a detailed breakdown of this category) . This fact 
should not be forgotten when reference is being made 
to these data. The matter will be taken up again in the 
new questionnaire now being drawn up3 . 

d. Pre-trial detention rates per 100,000 : total num
ber of "unconvicted prisoners " at the date of the sta
tistics compared with the number of inhabitants 
(Figure 2); 

The above remark on the proportion of "uncon
victed prisoners" naturally applies to this index as 
well. 

e. Proportion of women (%); 

f. Proportion of " minors and young adults" (%); 

g. Proportion of foreigners (%). 

1. February 1990 survey : Questionnaires not received by 31.12 .91 : 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Malta. Norway, Switzerland and Turkey . 
September 1990 Survey : Questionnaires not received by 31.12.91 : 
Czechoslovakia, Greece, Ireland, Malta and Scotland . 

2. Draft "Council of Europe Annual Penal Statistics (SPACE)", 
19th meeting of the Committee for Co-operation in Prison AHairs. 
Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 1990, Ref. PC-R-CP (90) 5. 

Draft SPACE, 39th Plenary session of the European Committee on 
Crime Problems, Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 1990 : -Inquiry into 
non-custodial sanctions and measures in the member States . 
Ref. PC-R-CP (90) 8. - Inquiry concerning prison populations in 
member States. Ref. PC-R-CP (90) 9. 

Draft SPACE : Analysis of notes presented by the member States. 
22nd meeting of the Committee for Co-operation in Prison Affairs, 
Council of Europe. Strasbourg, Ref. PC-R-CP (91) 9 1991 . 

Draft SPACE : Review of the test stage and proposals for guide
lines. 22nd meeting of the Committee for Co-operation in Prison 
Affairs, Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 1991 . 

3. See also TOURNIER (P). BARRE (M-D). "Survey of Prison 
Systems in the Member States of the Council of Europe : Com
parative Prison Demography". special issue of the Prison Information 
Bulletin. No. 15, 1990. · 



Figure 1 -

Detention rate at 1.9.1990 (per 100,000) 
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Figure 2 

Pre-trial detention rate at 1.9.1990 (per 1 00 ,000) 
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Variations in numbers between 1.9.89 and 1 .9.90: 
upward trend 2/3 of the States 

Out of the 18 populations on which we have data 
as of 1 .9.89 and 1 .9.90, 12 have experienced an 
upward trend over the period, with considerable varia
tions in the size of the increase : 

Cyprus ~14.1% France + 5.2% 
Austria + 8.0% Norway + 4.1% 
Switzerland + 7.6% Netherlands + 3.1% 
Portugal + 7.1% Sweden + 2.1% 
Italy + 6.5% Luxembourg + 2.0% 
Spain + 5.7% Finland + 0.1% 

On the other hand, six States have experienced 
a significant decrease in their number of prisoners : 

Belgium - 3.5% FRG - 5.7% 
Denmark - 4.0% England - 5.8% 
Turkey - 4.2% Iceland - 8.0% 

Referring to the data collected - at 1 September 
- since 1983, we can see that Belgium reached its 
maximum detention rate in 1989 (68.5 per 1 00,000) . 
The decrease is therefore recent and slight (66. 1 per 
100,000 in 1 990). 

For Denmark, the downward trend dates from 
1988, the rate standing at 68 per 100,000 in 1988, 66 
in 1989 and 63 in 1990. 

The detention rate in Turkey has fallen con
tinuously· since the compilation of the Council of 
Europe statistics began , standing at 193 per 100,000 
in 1934, 102 in 1986, 96 in 1988 and 83 in 1990. 

The same goes for the Federal Republic of 
Germany, where the rate stood at 78 per 100,000 in 
1990 against 100 in 1983. There was a levelling-off 
between 1987 and 1989 at around 84 per 100,000 
followed by a further fall in the rate . 
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For England and Wales the decrease is a recent 
one, with 90 per 100,000 in 1990 against 96 in 1989. 

Lastly, the variations in the prison population of 
Iceland have little significance in view of the low 
numbers involved (approximately 100 prisoners) . 

Flow of imprisonments in 1989 

As for the previous surveys , it has been possible 
to calculate the following indicators (Table 3) : 

a. Number of entries in 1989 

b. Rate of imprisonments per 100,000 in 1989 : 
number of imprisonments in 1989 in relation to the 
average number of inhabitants over the period under 
review. Having regard to the data available, we have, 
in practice , used the total population figure 1 .9.89 as 
provided by Administration (Figure 3). 

c. Rate of " unconvicted" prisoners (%): number of 
entries of "unconvicted prisoners" compared with the 
total number of entries for the year. 

d. Indicator of the average duration of imprison
ment (D) : quotient of the average 1 989 prison popu
lation (P) divided by the flow of entries for that period 
(E) : D = 12 x PIE (period expressed in months). 

Having regard to the data available, P was taken 
to be the population at 1 .9. 1989. lt should be recalled 
that the numbers obtained should be regarded as in
dicators , not as the result of a measurement process 
(Figure 4) . 

Paris, 9 January 1992 

Pierre TOURN/ER 
Centre de recherches sociologiques 

sur le droit et les institutions penates - CESDIP 
(Ministere de la Justice/CNRS) 



Figure 3 

Committal rate in 1989 (per 100,000) 
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Figure 4 

Average length of imprisonment In months (1989) 
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Table 1 

Situation of prison populations at 1 February 1990 

(a) (b) 

Detention 
Total rate 

I 
prison per 

population 100,000 
inhabitants 

Austria 6,294 83.0 

Belgium 7,001 71 .0 

Cyprus 225 40.2 

Czechoslovakia ... ... 

Denmark 3,551 61.0 

Finland 3,537 71.7 

France · 46,798 81 .2 

FRG' 51 ,972 83.8 

Greece 4,747 48.7 

Hungary ... ... 

Iceland 101 39 .8 

Ireland' 2,104 56.0 

Italy' 31 ,234 55.1 

Luxembourg 347 92.6 

Malta ... ... 

Netherlands 6,405 44.2 

Norway ... .. . 

Portugal 8,730 85.0 

Spain 31 ,711 80.0 

Sweden' 5,046 60.0 

I Switzerland ... ... 

I 

Turkey ... ... 
United Kingdom 

England 53.182 93.3 

I Wales 46.628 92.5 

Scotland 4,777 94.8 

Northern Ireland 1,777 112.3 

• See notes 

Notes - Table 1 

Belgium: Calculation of indicators (c) and (d) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Total prison population 

Sentenced prisoners (final judgement) 

Unsentenced prisoners 

(c) 

Percentage 
of 

unconvicted 
prisoners 

29 .8 

51 .6 

2.2 

.. . 
29.9 

10.6 

45.3 

23.9 

32.0 

.. . 

3.0 

6.8 

36.9 

26.2 

.. . 
380 

.. . 

31 .0 

41 .6 

20.9 

... 

... 

21.4 

21.9 

17.3 

20.4 

7,001 

3,386 

3,615 . 

Finally sentenced prisoners are those sentenced to 
criminal, correctional or police sentences and those 
sentenced to subsidiary imprisonment, where their situation 
is final 

The contents of item 3 used to calculate indicators (c) 
and (d) are as follows : 

3.A Prisoners on remand (warrant, remand prisoners. 
accused, defendants, internees and persons not 
finally sentenced) 2,153 
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(d) (e) (f) (g) 

Pre-trial 
detention 

Percentage 
Percentage 

Percentage 
rate of minors and 

of women 
young adults 

of foreign 
per 

prisoners prisoners 
100,000 prisoners 

prisoners 

24.7 4.8 19a : 2.3 13.0 

36.7 5.0 -: 0.3 31 .5 

0.9 2.2 21a:16.0 37.3 

... .. . .. . ... 

18.3 4.7 - 10.8 

7.5 3.1 21a : 6.7 0.3 

36.8 4.4 21a :11.1 29 .0 

20.0 4.3 - 14.5 

15.6 4.3 - 1.0 20.9 

.. . ... .. . ... 

1.2 6.9 21a : 5.9 1.0 

3.8 1.7 21 a :27.0 2.8 

20.3 - - -
24.3 6.3 21a: 0.6 41 .2 

... .. . .. . .. . 

16.8 3.6 23a :14.5 24.8 

.. . ... .. . .. . 

26.3 5.7 21a: 8.7 8.4 

33.3 7.6 21a : 8.5 15.7 

12.5 4.4 21a: 4.2 16.9 

... ... ... .. . 

" ' ... "' .. . 

20.0 3.4 21a :20.7 1.4 

20.2 3.6 21 a :20.6 1.5 

16.4 2.3 21a:21 .0 0.1 

22.9 1.3 21a :21 .1 2.0 

3.8 a. minors in provisional custody . . . . . . . . 19 
b . minors placed at the disposal of the Govern-

ment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
c. permanent internees (Social Defence Law) 768 
d. vagrants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 480 
e. miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . 195 

- Indicator (f) concerns minors in provisional custody. 

France : The data relate to all persons imprisoned in 
metropolitan France and the Overseas "Departements" 
(DOMs) , the total number in metropolitan France being 
45,077, and in the DOMs. 1,721 . 

·For metropolitan France, index (b) is 80.0 per 100,000. 

Indices (e). (f) and (g) have been calculated with 
reference to the situation at 1.1.1990. 



I 

Federal Republic of Germany : Index (e) relates to the total 
prison population with the exception of "civil" prisoners and 
persons imprisoned pending expulsion, numbering 1 ,306. 

- Index (f) cannot be calculated in relation to the 
population as a whole . Unconvicted prisoners : total number 
12,404, 11 .7% of whom are under the age of 21 . Convicted 
prisoners: total number 38,262. Proportion of convicted 
prisoners detained in prisons for young persons : 10.5%, 
mostly between the ages of 14 and 25. 

- Index (g) is an estimate . 

Ireland : 58 foreign prisoners, 33 of whom are from Northern 
Ireland . 

Italy : The detention rate at 1 .12. 1990 was not provided by 
the Italian Administration but has been calculated from the 
number of inhabitants at 1.9.1989. 

Sweden : Indices (e) and (f) have been calculated from the 
population of convicted pnsoners . 

United Kingdom 

England and Wales : Indices (e) and (f) refer to the total 
prison population with the exception of "civil prisoners , 
number 179. 

- Index (g) is an estimate. Prisoners born outside the 
Commonwealth , Ireland and Pakistan are regarded as 
foreigners . 

Scotland : Index (g) refers to foreigners facing extradit ion . 

Table 2 

Situation of prison populations at 1 September 1990 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 

Detention 
Pre-trial 

Total rate 
Percentage detention 

Percentage 
Percentage 

Percentage 
of rate of minors and 

prison per 
unconvicted 

of women young adults of foreign 
population 100,000 

per 
prisoners prisoners 

prisoners 100,000 prisoners 
inhabitants 

prisoners 

Austria 6,231 82.0 31 .5 25.8 4.6 19a : 3.2 17.7 

Belgium 6,525 66.1 46.8 30.9 5.2 -: 0.1 32.1 

Cyprus 218 38.0 10.1 3.8 3.7 21a :18.8 38.0 

Czechoslovakia ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . 
Denmark 3,243 63.0 26.5 16.7 4.8 - 11 .7 

Finland 3,106 62.2 11.6 7.2 3.0 21a : 6.7 0.6 

France ' 47,449 82.2 40.7 33.4 4.2 21a :10.8 28.7 

FRG' 48,792 77.8 26.4 20.6 4.3 · - 14.5 

Greece .. . .. . .. . .. . ... .. . .. . 
Hungary 11,497 110.0 23.6 25.9 4.6 - 6.2 1.1 

Iceland 104 40 .6 3.8 1.6 6.7 21a : 4.8 0.0 

Ireland' ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . 
Italy' 32,588 56.6 40.6 23.0 5.2 - 1.0 11 .6 

Luxembourg 352 94.0 26.1 24.6 5.4 21a : 5.7 41 .2 

Malta ... ... . .. ... .. . ... ... 

Netherlands 6,662 44.4 38.8 17.2 3.9 23a :27.7 25.2 

Norway 2,260 56.5 20.5 11.6 - 21a : 6.0 12.8 

Portugal 9,059 87.0 32.2 28.1 5.4 21a : 7.8 7.9 

Spain 32,902 85.5 39.5 33.8 7.6 21a: 5.6 16.4 

Sweden' 4,895 58.0 20 .2 11 .7 4.4 21a : 5.0 18.4 

Switzerland 5,074 76.9 38.9 29.9 5.3 18a: 0.1 26.9 

Turkey 46,357 82.1 37.4 30.7 2.6 18a: 2.8 0.6 

United Kingdom 

England .. . .. . ... .. . ... ... ... 
Wales 45,659 90.3 22.1 20.0 3.5 21a :20.7 1.5 

Scotland ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

Northern Ireland 1,733 109,5 22.9 25.1 1.7 21a :13.1 2.2 

• See notes 
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Notes - Table 2 

Belgium. Calculation of indicators (c) and (d) 

1. Total prison population 

2. Sentenced prisoners (final sentence) 

3. Unsentenced , prisoners 

6,525 

3,474 

3,051 

Those finally sentenced those sentenced to crimi-
nal , correctional or police sentences and those sentenced to 

. subsidiary imprisonment , where their situation is final. 

The contents of item 3 used to calculate indicators (c) 
and (d) are as follows : 

3.A Detained on remand (warrant, remand prisoners, 
defendants accused , internees and persons not 
finally sentenced) . . . . . . . . . 1 ,644 

3 . B a. minors placed at the disposal of the Govern-
ment 9 

b . minors placed at the disposal of the Govern-
ment ... . .. . . 
c. permanent internees (Social Defence Law) 
d. vagrants 
e. miscellaneous 

0 
760 
414 
224 

- Indicator (f) refers to minors in provisional custody . 

France : The data relate to all persons imprisoned in metro
politan France and its Overseas " Departments " (DOMs), the 
total number in metropolitan France being 45,660 and in the 
DOMs, 1,789. 

-For metropolitan France, index (b) is 81 .0 per 100,000. 

- Indices (e) , (f) and (g) have been calculated with re-
ference to the situation at 1.7.90 . 

Federal Republic of Germany : Index (e) refers to the total 
prison population with the exception of " civil " prisoners and 
persons imprisoned pending expulsion , numbering 1 .334 . 

- Index (f) cannot be calculated for the population as 
a whole . Unconvicted prisoners: 12.901 , 11 .7% of whom are 
under the age of 21 . Convicted prisoners : 34 ,557. Proportion 
of convicted prisoners detained in prisons tor young persons : 
10.4%, most of whom are aged between 14 and 25. 

- Index (g) is an estimate . 

Italy : Index (f) refers to prisoners under the jurisdiction of the 
Young Persons' Justice Bureau . 

Norway: The detention rate at 1.9.go was not provided by 
the Norwegian Administration but has been calculated from 
the number of inhabitants at 1.9.89. 

- Index (f) has been calculated from the population of 
convicted prisoners. 

Sweden: Indices (e) and (f) have been calculated from the 
population of convicted prisoners. 

Switzerland : Estimate of the number of prisoners and the 
structure according to criminal category at 1.9.90 : 

Convicted prisoners (1.9 .90) 
- serving a sentence .............. . . 
- in advance enforcement of sentence 

"Unconvicted prisoners" (special survey 17.3.90) 
-on remand 
-other . ........ . . 

Total 

3,404 
3,098 

306 

1,670 
1,452 

218 

5,074 

- The detention rate indicated by the Swiss Adminis
tration is not directly comparable with the others as it rep
resents the number of prisoners compared with the total 
resident population aged 15 years and over. 
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The rate has been recalculated in terms of the total 
number of prisoners compared with the total number of in
habitants (6.6 million) , ie 76 .9 per 100,000. 

- Indices (c) and (d) have been calculated taking into 
account convicted prisoners in advance enforcement sentence 
(306) and " unconvicted prisoners" (1 ,670). 

- Indices (e) and (f) have been calculated from the popu
lation of convicted prisoners (including those in advance 
enforcement of sentence) . 

United Kingdom 

England, Wales : or (a) the total number includes 1,184 
persons detained in police cells. 

- Indices (e) and (I) refer to the prison population as 
a whole with the exception of "civil" prisoners . numbering 220. 

- Index (g) is an estimate . Prisoners born outside the 
Commonwealth , Ireland and Pakistan are regarded as 
.foreigners . 

Austria I 
Belgium 

Cyprus 

Czechoslovakia 

Denmark 

Finland 

France' 

RFA 

Greece 

Hungary 

Iceland 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Malta 

Netherlands 

Norway· 

Portugal 

Spain 

Sweden' 

Switzerland' 

Turkey 

United Kingdom 

England 

Wales 

Scotland 

Northern 
Ireland 

• See notes 

Table 3 

Committal flow in 1989 

(a, (b) (c) 

Rate of 
Rate of 

Number impris· 
unconvictec 

of onments 
impris· per 

prisoners 

onments 100,000 
at entry 

inhabitants 
% 

16,534 217 .7 48 .2 

18.202 184.4 75 .6 

558 99.6 27.2 

... 

... ... ... 
8,684 174.4 19.5 

78 .043 135.8 84 .2 

92 ,370 149.6 -
... ... 

23.074 220.8 26.7 

363 143.3 27.8 

... .. . 

... ... 

599 160.9 65.6 

... 

19,965 137.8 50.9 

9,478 237.1 31 .2 

10,081 97.7 78.7 

70 ,993 182.4 -

.. . ... ... 
... 

135,342 233.4 66.8 

... 
.. . .. . 

4,961 314.4 36.2 

(d) 

Indicator 
of the 

average 
duration of 
detention 
(months) 

4.2 

4.5 

4.1 

.. . 

.. . 
4.3 

6.9 

6.7 

.. . 
6.0 

3.7 

.. . 

6.9 

.. . 
3.9 

2.7 

10.1 

5.3 

4.3 

... 

. .. 

4.3 



Notes - Table 3 

France : In previous surveys, the flow data related only to 
metropolitan France . The 1989 data refer to all imprison
ments in metropolitan France and the Overseas "Depart
ments" , numbering 75 ~940 and 2,103 respectively. 

Indices for metropolitan France: (b) = 135.3 per 
100,000; (c) = 84 .3%; (d) = 6.9 months. 

Hungary : Owing to a lack of data at 1.9.89, indices (b) and 
(d) have been calculated using the data available at 1.9.90. 

Norway: (a) "new imprisonments". 

Sweden : Entries for 1989, convicted prisoners : 16,098. 

Switzerland : imprisonments 
11,311 convicted .persons (1) 

422 persons in advance enforcement of sent~mces (1) 
20,425 persons on remand (2) 
14,552 persons for other reasons (2) 

(1) imprisonments without transfers (Swiss prison statistics) 
(2) results of the survey on remand prisoners ; transfers 
between prisons are included in these figures . 

United Kingdom 

England Jnd Wales : 
Data provided : 

entries of convicted prisoners 
entries of non convicted prisoners 

76,430 
67,002 

Laws, bills, regulations 

The titles of laws which have come into force in 
the past year, bills and regulations relating to prison 
affairs which are likely to be of particular interest to the 
prison administrations of other member States are 
given in this section. In certain cases, the titles are 
followed by a brief summary. 

Belgium 

Act of 3 April 1990 on the termination of pregnancy. 

This Act also applies to prisoners who wish to termin
ate their pregnancy in circumstances specified by the 
law. 

Ministerial circular of 3 April 1990 (1555NII) on 
defense rights, and inspection of the case file by the 
defendant and his/her co.unsel during investigations. 

Ministerial circular of 19 March 1990 on changes to the 
career structure of prison warders introducing pro
motion from civil service level 4 to level 3, subject to 
the passing of an examination. 

Act of 23 May 1990 

The legislature has adopted the provisions needed to 
make the Convention on the Transfer of Sentenced 
Persons part of Belgian law. 

_ The English Administration specifies that the total 
number of entries (" receptions"). cannot be obtained by 
adding together these two quantities because of a problem 
of double counting. lt evaluates the number of imprisoned 
persons (without double counting) at 114,251 . This number 
produces a rate of imprisonment of 226.7 per 100,000 
and an indicator of the average duration of detention of 
5.1 months. 

However, these indices are not directly comparable 
with those of other countries whose calculations are based 
on the concept of imprisonment (with the possibility of mul
tiple counting) rather than on that of the person imprisoned 
(without double counting). 

Appendix : Canada 

Reply to the survey relating to . the situation at 
1 February 1990 : 

Data concerning solely offenders under the jurisdiction 
of federal institutions : 

Number of prisoners ...... .. .......... . 
Convicted prisoners (final sentence) .... . . . . . . 
Non convicted prisoners . . . . . . . . . 
Proportion of wome 1 ........ . 

Proportion of foreigners 
Canadian correctional services for adults (1988 89) : 

13,105 
12,844 

261 
1.4% 
2.9% 

Detention rate 106 per 100,000 

Act of 20 July 1990 on remand in custody. Th is new 
Act repeals previous legislation on the subject. For an 
arrest warrant to be issued, the offence must entail a 
prison sentence of at least one year, instead of 
3 months, as was previously the case. 

The new act no longer draws any distinction between 
Belgian defendants and those of foreign nationality. 

Defence rights are strengthened. 

Denmark 

Cirkulaere nr. 75 af 29. marts 1990 om laegeun
dersi/Jgelse mv. ved indsaettelse i kriminalforsorgens 
anstalter og arresthusene (Circular on medical exam
inations, etc on reception in penal institutions and 
local prisons under the Prison and Probation Adminis
tration). 

Lov nr. 396 at 13. juni 1990 om aendring af straffeloven 
og retsplejeloven (Amendment to the Danish Criminal 
Code and The Administration of Justice Act). 

France 

Act No. 90-589, of 6 July 1990, amending the Code of 
Criminal Procedure and the Insurance Code and re
lating to victims of offences. 
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This Act introduced Article 728-1 of the Code of Crimi
nal Procedure, which enshrines the principles 
applying to prisoners ' personal accounts and financial 
assets in legislation . 

Personal accounts are divided into three parts: 

- a first part on which only parties claiming damages 
and persons entitled to maintenance may assert their 
claims ; 

- a second part which is set aside and handed to the 
prisoner on release and which may not form the 
subject of any enforcement procedure; 

- a third part which is at the prisoner's free disposal 
of prisoners. 

Sums of money to cover damages are paid to claim
ants directly by the prison at the request of the Public 
Prosecutor 's Department. 

Act No. 90.9, of 2 January 1990, amending Article 720 
of the Code of Criminal Procedure. 

Germany 

By dint of the Act on the Treaty of 31 August 1990 
between the Federal Republic of Germany and the 
German Democratic Republic on the Establishment of 
German Unity- Unification Treaty Act - (Gesetz zu 
dem Vertrag vom 31. August 1990 zwischen der Bun
desrepublik Deutschland und der Deutschen Demo
kratischen Republik uber die Herstellung der Einheit 
Deutschlands- Einigungsvertragsgesetz) and on the 
Agreement of 18 September 1990 (Federal Law 
Gazette . Part 11 , page 885), the Prison Act (Strafvoll
zugsgesetz) of 16 March 1976 has now also entered 
into force in the territory of the former GDR. 

Greece 

The new Prison Code , entitled "Code of Basic Rules 
for the Treatment of Prisoners" (Act 1851 of 16 May 
1989) came into force on 1 January 1990. 

This new code was prompted by the fundamental 
principles contained in (1) the European Convention 
on Human Rights, (2) the Greek Constitution of 1975, 
and (3) the Standard Minimum Prison Rules for the 
Treatment of Prisoners and the European Prison 
Rules of the Council of Europe (Resolution (73) 5 and 
Recommendation No. R (87) 3. 

The adoption of a new national prison code proved 
necessary as the treatment of prisoners and the or
ganisation of prisons has altered considerably in 
recent decades. 

The new prison rules reflect a shift of priorities and 
aims and have been designed to meet the standards 
and philosophy of a modern civilised society. 

The new legislation deals with the rights and obli
gations of prisoners and the State's duties towards 
them. it lays particular stress on the prisoner 's reinte
gration in society and the individualisation of treat
ment. which must conform with the principles of 

· lawfulness. 
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Some of these basic principles are: 

1. Disciplinary offences must be listed exhaustively ; 

2. A meticulous examination must be made of the 
prisoner 's personality in order to determine the 
reasons for his or her criminal or anti social behaviour , 
so that effective treatment can be provided ; 

3. Respect for prisoners ' individual rights , especially 
the lawfulness of the execution of the sentence must 
be ensured through supervision by the courts ; 

4. The rules concerning the aims of the treatment of 
prisoners and the system used must cover all the 
measures which need to be taken (work , distribution 
and classification of prisoners, vocational training, 
physical education , preparation for release , etc) to 
preserve the physical and mental health of prisoners , 
facilitate their reintegration in society and improve 
their general conditions of detention. 

Furthermore , under the code, all prisoners must be 
able to engage in productive work likely to maintain or 
enhance their ability to earn their living after they have 
left prison . lt also permits work on farms. 

The new code likewise introduces "alternatives to 
imprisonment". 

Particular note should be taken of the following: 

1. Prison leave (ordinary , special and educational 
leave). The leave system enables prisoners to leave 
prison for a short time . lt helps them to return to 
society and maintain family and occupational ties; 

2. The semi-custodial system , where the prisoner is 
entitled to work or study outside the prison ; 

3. The system of community service or of serving part 
of the sentence in social welfare or charitable insti
tutions. 

The above mentioned new arrangements will come 
into force on 1 January 1991 . 

A bill amending the provisions of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure has been tabled in the Greek Parliament. 

Italy 

Order of 10 March 1990 increasing the maximum limit 
of earnings available to convicted prisoners, internees 
and prisoners on remand. 

This measure, approved by Presidential Order 
No. 431 of 29 April 1976 and subsequently amended 
by Order No. 248 of 18 May 1989, resets the limits , 
which had not been changed since Order No. 431 of 
29 April 1976, so as to bring them into line with the 
requirements of the prison population and the higher 
cost of living and higher wages now earned by con
victed prisoners and internees working inside and out
side prisons, as well as to make treatment more 
humane. 

Netherlands 

Urine testing 

As from 1 December 1988 (Circular No. 221 DJ 88), it 
is permissible under certain conditions to oblige pris
oners to undergo urine testing for drugs. 



This was made possible.by an order of 14 November 
1988 (Bulletin of Acts, Orders and Decrees, 1988, · 
525) , introducing a new article 28a of the Prison 
Rules . This order makes it possible to oblige prisoners 
to co-operate in any examination of their urine for the 
presence of drugs. 

Urine testing was already permissible on a voluntary 
basis . The introduction of the new article makes 
possible the implementation of one of the recommen
dations in the report "Drugsvrije Detentie " (" Drugfree 
Imprisonment"), aimed at intensifying the Prison 
Service 's drugs control policy. 

Day detention 

On 1 May 1989, an experiment was started in Rotter
dam involving a new means of carrying out the final 
phase of long-term custodial sentences. The one year 
experiment was announced on 19 April 1989 (Circular · 
No. 183 DJ 89) and started on 1 May 1989. 

This new method of completing sentences is a re
sponse to the need for types of custody capable of 
mitigating the social isolation of long term impri
sonment . 

The main feature of daily custody is that the prisoners 
involved live at home and on weekdays travel to 
prison, where they follow intensive training designed 
to develop and enhance their ability to function in 
society. They spend their evenings , nights and week
ends at home. 

This type of custody does not exist in a vacuum , 
however, lt is designed to fill the final stage of longer 
terms of imprisonment and is part of a transition 
process form closed to more open forms of custody. 
The experiment involves both male and . female 
prisoners. 

The right to vote 

Circular No. 306 DJ 89 (24 May 1989) makes it poss
ible for foreign prisoners to vote in elections. Since the 
1986 changes in the Franchise Act and a number of 
other laws, most people whom the law has deprived 
of their freedom are allowed to vote in elections . 
However, the right of enfranchised foreign prisoners 
to vote is limited. They may not vote in all elections . 

The circular provides advice for enfranchised foreign 
prisoners who actively wish to make use of their right 
to vote. 

Offenders detained under hospital orders 

On 1 September 1988, the Act of 19 November 1986 
(Bulletin of Acts, Orders and Decrees 587) , as 
amended by the Act of 7 July 1988 (Bulletin of Acts, 
Orders and Decrees 321 ), came into force. · 

This Act revises some provisions of the Criminal Code, 
the Code of Criminal Procedure, the Prisons Act , and 
a number of other acts concerned with the detention 
of offenders under hospital orders and certain other 
aspects of the trial and sentencing of mentally dis
turbed offenders. 

The order of 6 June 1988 (Bulletin of Acts : Orders and 
Decrees 282) also came into force on 1 September 
1988. This contains rules of procedure for the ex
ecution of hospital orders, particularly those affecting 
the placement and transfer of persons placed under 
hospital orders, the prolongation of hospital orders·, 
leave, probationary release, conditional termination of 
treatment, and final termination of treatment. The 
order also contains rules affecting private institutions 
treating hospital order detainees, rehab ilitation and 
hospital order detainees not subject to treatment. 

The order of 29 January 1987 (Bulletin of Acts , Orders 
and Decrees 55) came into force on 1 September 1988 
too. Its purpose is the temporary regulation of the legal 
status of hospit<J.I order detainees and it governs the 
legal status of those being treated in a judicial insti
tution for the treatment of hospital order detainees. 

Ordinary prisoners are already permitted to lodge 
complaints and appeals against certain decisions. 
Complaints are dealt with by the complaints com
mittee of each institution 's Supervisory Board , and 
appeals by the appeals committee of the Central 
Advisory Council on Criminal Sentencing. The new 
order gives persons detained under hospital orders 
the same rights, appeals being heard by the hospital 
order detainees section of the Central Advisory 
Council. 

Designation of high security blocks (Circular no. 1267 
DJ 90) 

High security blocks are intended for the internment 
of inmates with a high escape risk or who pose a 
threat to prison order. These blocks will be designated 
either as remand centres or as prisons for male of
fenders serving long-term sentences and will have a 
maximum capacity of six persons. They will be lo
cated in newly built institutions in Arnhem, Hooge
veen, Leeuwarden, Rotterdam and Sittard . A regime 
of restricted association will be maintained , and, in 
principle inmates will be detained a maximum period 
of six months. If an inmate 's detention period is ex
tended (for a further six months) , he will be the trans
ferred to another high security block . 

Memorandum proposing a review of the segregation 
system in prisons 

On 4 July 1990, the State Secretary for Justice, Mr A. 
Kosto, sent this memorandum to both Houses of the 
Netherlands Parliament. The memorandum con
tained a number of proposals aimed at updating the 
segregation system in prisons . Two main factors 
underlie the proposals: the realisation that the 
present legal framework no longer leaves any room 
for the development of new policy, and the fact that 
the number of cells has doubled in the last ten years. 
The memorandum proposes a review of the system 
whereby remand centres and prisons are designated 
for specific categories of inmates. 

This would include : 

- abolition of the strict segregation of male and 
female inmates ; 
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- abolition of the distinction between younger and 
older inmates : 

- redefinition of the concept of a "short term inmate" 
from someone serving a maximum of six months to 
someone serving a maximum of twelve months. 

Norway 

There has been a minor alteration in the Prison Act, 
which now allows for convicted inmates to serve the 
last part of their sentence in halfway houses adminis." 
tered by the Probation - and Aftercare Authorities. 
Such transfers are subjected to rigid security evalu
ations . Prior to this alteration the Prison Act allowed 
for transfers to treatment centres only. 

Additionally, community service in lieu of sentences to 
imprisonment has been formally embodied in the Legal 
Code after several years of trial practice. 

Portugal 

Circular No. 32/90, of 28 May 1990, of the Directorate 
Genera' for Prisoner Services. Widens the conditions 
for placement in open prisons. 

Sweden 

Inmates who have been sentenced to more than 
two years imprisonment for specially serious crimes 
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will have less visits in prison . This means that the 
"hardest" criminals in Swedish prisons should have 
less favours . This is the only regu lation relating to 

· prison affairs wh ich has occurred in the last months. 

Switzerland 

Publication of the message concerning the Federal Act 
on Assistance to Victims of Offences. 

Order 3 on the revised Penal Code, introducing com
munity service as an alternative to short prison sen
tences of up to 30 days, came into force on 1 May 
1990. 

Northern Ireland 

"Treatment of Offenders (NI) Order 1989" which pro
vided a remand facility at Young Offenders Centres ; 

"Prevention of Terrorism (Temporary Provisions) Act 
1989" Sections 22 and 23 revised remission arrange
ments for certain convicted prisoners in Northern 
Ireland . 

Scotland 

All the primary legislation relating to prison matters in 
Scotland, which were previously scattered over a 
number of statutes, have recently been consolidated . 
into a single Act, the Prisons (Scotland) Act 1989. This 
came into effect on 16 February 1990. 
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Editore Franco Angeli, Novembre 1988. 

FERRACUTII Franco: Forme di Organizzazione Criminale 
e Terrorrismo. Da Trattato di Criminologia Medicina Crimino
logica e Psichiatria Forense. Editore Giuffre, Milano, 1988. 

FERRACUTI Franco: Alcolismo Tossicodipendenza e Crimi
nalita. Da Trattato di Criminologia Medicina Criminologica e 
Psichiatria Forense . Editore Giuffre, Milano, 1988. 

FRESUTII Adonella : Tossicodipendenze e Liberta Perso
nate. Casa Editrice Giuffre, Milano, 1989. Pag. 178 

ARMATI Giancarlo e LA CUTE Giuseppe: Profili Penali delle 
Comunicazioni di Massa. La Giustizia Penale. Rivista 
Mensile di Dottrina, Giurisprudenza e Legislazione. Casa 
Editrice Giuffre. Milano, 1988. 

VASSALLI Giuliano : 11 Significate della Riforma nel Nuovo 
Processo Penale. Da Documenti Giustizia. lstituto Poligra
fico e Zecca dello Stato. Gennaio-Febbraio 1989. 

PINOTII Umberto : Emergenza AIDS. Da Rassegna 
deii 'Arma dei Carabinieri. Trimestrale a carattere Scientifico 
e Professionale a cura della Scuola Ufficiali e Carabinieri . 
Marzo-Aprile 1989. 

NENCINI Alessandro: Arresti Domiciliari , Detenzione Domi
ciliare . Misure Obbligatorie . Da La Giustizzia Penale. Rivista 
Mensile di Dottrina, Giurisprudenza e Legislazione . Editore 
Giuffre. Milano, 1989. 

Relazione inaugurate del Ministro della Giustizia Vassalli 
alia IV Conferenza di Politica Criminale e del Consiglio 
d'Europa. Prevenzione e Repressione della Criminalita : le 
lniziative del Consiglio d'Europa e la Politica ltaliana. Da 
Documenti Giustizia. lstituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato. 
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Guida ai Servizi per le Tossicodipendenze i n ltalia. Nuovi 
bisogni e Nuove Politiche Social i. Collana Promossa dalla 
Direzione dei Servizi Civili del Ministero dell ' lnterno. Edi
zione T.E.R. Maggio 1990. 

AMODIO M : L'Applicazione dell 'ordinamento Penitenziario . 
Da Ouestione Giustizia. Editore Franco Angeli . Giugno 
1990. MAROTIA Gema: Donne, Criminalita e Carcere. E.U. 
Roma 1989. 

A cura di CATIORIN Paolo : AIDS e Situazione Carceraria . 
Centra lnternazionale Studi e Ricerche sui Problemi Etici , 
Giuridici e Medico-Legali Relativi aii 'AIDS. lstituto Scienti
fico 11 San Rafaele . Editrice Liviana. Gennaio 1990. 

CAZZULLO Carlo Lorenzo, GALA Costanzo. RICCIO Mas
simo : AIDS : lnsidia Biologica e Disagio Psico-Sociale: Pre
sentazione di Mauro Moroni. Libreria Utet , 1990. 

FER RAC UTI Franco: Psichiatria Forense Generale e 
Penale. Da Trattato di Criminologia Medicina Criminologica 
e Psichiatria Forense. Giuffre Editore, Milano 1989. 

COSTA Costanzo : La Pena tra retribuzione e rieducazione . 
Un'incongruenza gestibile . L'Operatore Carcerario tra Puni
zione e Trattamento. Da Giuffre Editore. Milano, Ger .naio 
1990. 

ARCIONE G e DE BlASE : La Liberta Personale nel Nuovo 
Processo Penale . Da La Giustizia Penale. Casa Editrice 
Giuffre. Milano, 1990. 

· CALDERARO Giacomo : Alcune Riflessioni in merito a Car
cere e Controllo Sociale. Universita degli Studi di Palermo
Facolta di Giurisprudenza. Cattedra di Antropologia Crimi
nale. Maggio Agosto 1989. Pag. 253. 

Devianza ed Emarginazione - Nuova Serie Da Marginalita 
e Societa, no 9, Editore Franco Angeli . Milano, Ottobre 
1989 . 

lnterventi di V. Borraccetti , E. Fassone, G. Salvi , L. Marini, 
C. Castelli ne I Dibattito su " 11 Nuovo Processo Penale". Da 
Questione Giustizia - Trimestrale Promosso da Magistra
tura Democratica. F Angeli Editore, anno VIII no 3, dicembro 
1989 . 

VIGLIETIA G.: Stupefactenti e Legge Penale : dalla Repres
sione dei Traffici alia Punizione del Tossicodipendenti . Da 
Ouestione Giustizia - Trimestrale Promosso da Magistra
tura Democratica. F.A.E. Riviste s.r.l. , anno VIII, Maggio 
1989 . 

COLUCCIA A : 11 Terrorismo e la Situazione ltaliana. Da 
Rassegna di Criminologia : Organo ufficiale della Societa 
ltaliana di Criminologia. Giugno 1989. 

Ministero di Grazia e Giustizia : La Formazione e I'Aggiorna
mento del Personate Penitenziario. Una proposta di Riorga
nizzazione della Realta ltaliana alia luce di alcune 
esperienze straniere. 
Da Ouaderni deii'Ufficio Studi Ricerche e Documentazione 
a cura della D.G .II .PP. Roma 1989. 

FERRACUTI Franco : Carcere e Trattamento. Da Trattato di 
criminologia, Medicina Criminologica e Psichiatria Forense. 
Giuffre Editore. Milan, 1989 . 

CAMMARATA Salvatore: Aspetti della Valutazione Psicoio
gica in ambito Clinico, Criminologico e Giudi_ziarlo. Da Uni
versita degli Studi di Palermo. Facolta di Giurisprudenza, 
Cattedra ·di Antropologia Culturale. Gennaio-Aprile 1989, 
Pag. 97. 



GUAITOLI M.: Lotta alia Droga , Strategie Attuali e Ricerche 
di una Terza Vita tra proibizionismo e legalizzazione. oa· 
Dibattiti: La Giustizia Penale , Rivista Mensile di Dottrina, 
Giurisprudenza e Legislazione. Maggio 1989. Pagg . 
186-191 . 

COLLANA A. Cura Di, ALBERTO Merler e REMO Siza : Pro
getto Droga: 11 Ruolo delle lstituzioni e delle Forze Sociali in 
Sardegna. lniziative Culturali di Politica Sociale e di Svi
luppo. Copyright Maggio 1989. Coop. s.a.r.l. Sassari. 

Da un interventadi GILARDI Gianfranco : Fiat e Giustizia, Da 
Ouestione Giustizia-Trimestrale promosso da Magistratura 
Democratica. Franco Angeli Editore. Anno VIII no 4. Milano, 
Marzo 1990. 

LIOACONO Mariano : Droga, drogati , drogologi : dall'emer
genza droga all ' inquinamento psiche. Progetto deii'Arca. 
Collana deii'Arca. Ed. Coop. Nuova specie , giugno '90 . 

MELOTTI E : Nuova disciplina degli stupefacenti e punibilita 
delle tossicodipendenze. Ed. F. Angeli, ottobre 1990. 

Ministero dell ' lnterno. Direzione Generale per I' Amministra
zione Generale e per gli Affari del Personale. Osservatorio 
Permanente sui Fenomeno Droga a cura della Direzione 
Centrale per la Documentazione . Attivita dalle Forze di Poli
zia ne I Settore degli Stupefacenti. 1 o Semestre. Dicembre 
1990. 

DAGA Luigi: Rassegna della Stampa Criminologica e Peni
tenziaria . Dipartimento dell' Amministrazione Penitenziaria. 
Ufficio Centrale Studi Ricerche Legislazione e Automazione. 
Anno 1, no 1. Aprile 1991 . 

Netherlands 

Voorzieningenbeleid deli quentenzorg en jeugdinrichtingen : 
1990 1994. Rapport van de projectgroep Structuurplan 
Capaciteit Justitiele lnrichtingen (Policy on provision of 
fac ilties for care of offenders and juvenile institutions, 
1990-1994. Report from the Planning Group on Capacity .in 
Penal Institutions) . Ministry of Justice, Juvenile Protection 
and Care of Offenders Department , The Hague, 1989. 
[Penal institutions have for many years been handicapped 
by an often extremely acute shortage of space. This applies 
not only to prisons. but also to detention centres and juvenile 
institutions . The report analyses the capacity requirements 
after 1990. Proposals are also made on the ways in which 
these requirements can be met.] 

Rapport van de werkgroep Vreemdelingenopvang (Report 
from the Working Party on the Detention of Foreign 
Nationals). Ministry of Justice, Care of Offenders and Juve
nile Institutions Department, The Hague, 1990. [This report 
was written against the background of changes in the way in 
which foreign nationals are detained in existing penal institu
tions and in the numbers involved. The working party 's pro
posals include the separate detention of foreign nationals in 
one or more specially designated institutions.] 

Rapport van de workgroep Evacuatie Justitiele lnrichtingen 
(Report from the Working Party on the Evacuation of Penal 
Institutions). Ministry of Justice, Care of Offenders and Juve
nile Institutions Department , The Hague, 1990. [This report 
is a supplement to the existing general regulations re·garding 
emergencies in penal institutions. Its fundamental consider
ation is to ensure that no inmates are released in such 
circumstances. The report concentrates on the practicalities 
of the evacuation of inmates to other institutions.] 

BARNEVELD P.D. en ZORGE F.: De Marwei- Een evalua
tie van "werken" en "zitten" in her nieuwe penitentiaire com
plex De Marwei te Leeuwarden (Se Marwei - An evaluation 

of "working " and "doing time" in the new De Marwei penal 
complex in Leeuwarden , P D Barneveld and F Zorge). 
Ministry of Justice , Care of Offenders and Juvenile Insti
tutions Department , The Hague, 1990. 

De persoon van de vereachte - De rapportage pro justi ti a 
vanuit het Pieter Baan Centrum (The personality of the sus
pect Pro Justitia Reporting at the Pieter Baan Centre) (edited 
by- A W M Mooij et al) Gouda Qu int _BV, Arnhem, 1989. [To 
mark the 40th anniversary of the psychiatric observation 
clinic, now known as the Pieter Baan Centre, a number of 
employees write about various (historical) aspects of the 
forensic/psychiatric at the clinic.] 

FRANKE H : Twee eeuwen gevangen - Misdad en straf in 
Nederland (Two centuries of imprisonment - Crime and 
Punishment in th'l Netherlands). Published by Uitgeverij Het 
Spectrum, Etrecht, 1990. [The history of the prison system 
in the Netherlands from the end of the 18th century . Descrip
tion of prison life. The process of emancipation for prisoners. 
Views on crime and punishment.] 

VEGTER P C : Vormen van Detentie (Forms of detention). 
Gouda Quint BV, Arnhem, 1999. [The history of imprison
ment in the Netherlands. From solitary confinement to the 
restriction of freedom as a form of service to society . Particu
lar attention is given to question of the legality of imprison
ment as a form of punishment and the role of the courts in 
this . Proposal to review the present criteria for segregation 
in prisons.] 

Norway 

AUGE Ragner : Kriminalitetens llrsaker : Utsnitt av krimino
logiens historie. Oslo, Universitetsforlaget, 1989. Th is book 
dealw with causal theories on criminal behaviour in relation 
to the history of criminology. 

Additionally, a study of women 's incarceration conditions 
was published in November 1989. The study specifically 
compares women 's conditions in prisons with men 's con
ditions in regard to education , work opportunities, leisure 
time activities etc . 

A note of interest might be the "Kriminalpolitisk handlings
plan", which is a document prepared by the Ministry of 
Justice and Police on strategy and planning in regard to 
penal and criminological policies . 

Portugal 

GAUCHO DE ALMEIDA Maria Rosa : Estudo sobre uma 
amostra de individuos em liberdade condicional. Gabinete 
de Estudos e Planeamento, Ministero de Justic;a, Lisboa. 
1990. 

MEN DES Fernando : Traficantes de droga : caracterizac;ao 
de um grupo heterogeneo. Revista "Temas Penitenciarios " 
no. 1/89. Direcc;ao-Geral dos Servic;os Prisionais . 

ABRUNHOSA GONCALVES RuiNIEIRA Hernimi: Um 
modelo multidimensional para a prevenc;ao do suicidio na 
prisao. Revista "Temas Penitenciarios" no. 2/89. Direcc;ao 
Geral dos Servic;os Prisionais. 

PI RES PEREIRA Alvaro/GOMES DA COSTA Luisa : Nos 
limites do Social- droga e meio prisional. Revista "Temas 
Penitenciarios" no. 2/89. Direcc;ao Geral dos Servic;os Pri_
sionais. 
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Sweden 

OSTER..8.KERSPROJEKTET. Uppfoljning av budget!!ren 
1982/83 tom 1986/87. Report no. 1990 :2 (Swedish version) 

BERGGREN Olov. SVARD Henrik : THE OSTER..8.KER 
PROJEKT. A further follow up of the drug misuser treatment 
programme at Osteraker prison. Swedish Prison and Pro
bation Administration , Research Paper No. 1. 

GUSTAVSSON Jan. KRANTZ Lars : VILLKORLIGT FRI- . 
GIVNA 1983 OCH 1986. Uppfoljning med avseende p!! 
llterfall (Recidivism among those conditionally released from 
prison in 1983 and 1986). Swedish prison and Probation 
Administration , research report 1990:3 (Swedish version 
only, an English summary will be published later) . 

KRANTZ Lars, EHSLEBEN Martina : INTAGNA NARKOTI
KAMISSBRUKARE UNDER BUDGET..8.RET 1989/90. (Drug 
misusing prisoners during the financial year 1989/90, in
cludes English summary) Swedish Prison and Probation 
Administration. Research Report 1990 :4. 

ENGMAN Kajsa, GUSTAVSSON Jan : ..8.TERFALL EFTER 
SKYD::>STILLSYN (Recid ivism among those sentenced to 
probation during 1983.) Swedish prison and Probation Ad
ministration, research report 1991 :1 (Swedish version only , 
an English summary will be published later) . 

GUSTAVSSON Jan: Kriminalv!!rd och behandling- vistel
ser enligt 348 - Loc om kriminalv!!rd : anstalt. Research 
Report No. 1991 :3. English summary entitled " Sojourns 
away from ·the prison " on page 48. 

Prisoners in Sweden may be authorised to live away from 
the prison in order to participate in some special activity 
which will improve adjustment in society after release . These 
prisoners are generally dependent on drugs and the main 
purpose of a sojourn is therefore to facilitate a drug free life. 
The sojourns are intended to continue after the prisoner has 
been conditionally released . 

The main purpose of the present research is to describe and 
investigate how sojourns are prepared, the frequency of 
interruption and their consequences and to discuss how to 
improve this measure. · 

Further copies of the report may be requested from Swedish 
Prison and Probation Administration , Research Group, S 
601 80 Norrkoping, Sweden. · 

POST-PRISON AND POST-PROBATION RECIDIVISM . 
Research Paper No. 2. The report contains shortened 
versions of t'fYO Swedish studies, which have been published 
in 1990 and 1991 respectively by the Research Group of the 
Swedish Prison and Probation Administration . 

Further copies of the report may be requested from Swedish 
Prison and Probation Administration, Research Group, 
S 601 80 Norrkoping, Sweden. 

There has been a debate or leaves in general. Some having 
claimed that too many prisoners fail to come back to prison 
after leave, that they commit new crimes etc. Thereiore the 
Planning and Co-ordination Division has published a paper 
on leaves granted both on a regular basis and for short 
periods. "Since the middle of the 1980s there have been 
about 42,000 leaves every year. At present the regular 
leaves are about one fourth of all leaves. The degree of mis
conduct at short time leaves has been about 2%, which are 
rather low. The degree of misconduct at regular leaves are 
higher, about 14%." 
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United Kingdom 

.England and Wales 

WILLIAMS Mark, COOKSON Hazel: Assessing the statis· 
tical significance of rare events. London. Home Office, 1990 
(DPS Report Series 1 No. 33) . 

· DITCH FIELD John : Control in prisons: a review of the litera
ture. ·London , HMSO, 1990 (Home Office Research Study 
1180). 

Court escorts, custody and securi ty : a discussion paper. 
London. Home Office, 1990. 

Drug use and custody crisis. National Association of Pro
bation Officers. London , NAPO, 1990. 

MAlA George and NEE Claire : Electronic monitoring : the 
trials and their results. London. HMSO, 1990 (Home Office 
Research Study 120). 

HM Prison Birmingham : Report by HM Chief Inspector of 
Prisons. London , Home Office, 1990. 

HM Prison Brixton : Report by HM Chief Inspector of 
Prisons. London , Home Office, 1990. 

HM Prison Chelmsford : Report by HM Chief Inspector of 
Prisons. London, Home Office, 1990. 

HM Prison Gartree : Report by HM Chief Inspector of 
Prisons. London, Home Office, 1990. 

HM Prison Haslar : Report by HM Chief Inspector of Prisons. 
London, Home Office, 1990. 

HM Prison Highpoint : Report by HM Chief Inspector of 
Prisons. London , Home Office, 1990. 

HM Prison Leeds : Report by HM Chief Inspector of Prisons . 
London. Home Office. 1990. 

HM Prison Maidstone : Report by HM Chief Inspector of 
Prisons. London, Home Office, 1990. 

HM Prison Wymott : Report by HM Chief Inspector of 
Prisons. London, Home Office, 1990. 

HM Young Offender Institution Campsfield House : Report 
by HM Chief Inspector of Prisons. London, Home Office, 
1990. 

HM Young Offender Institution Hewell Grange : report by 
HM Chief Inspector of Prisons. London. Home Office, 1990. 

HM Young Offender Institution Wetherby : Report by HM 
Chief Inspector of Prisons. London, Home Office, 1990. 

HM Young Offender Institution and Prison East Sutton Park . 
Report of a short inspection by HM Chief Inspectorate of 
Prisons. London, Home Office, 1990. 

HM Young Offender Institution and Remand Centre Fel
tham . Report by HM Chief Inspector of Prisons. London , 
Home Office, 1990. 

Inside Faith: the Prison Service Chaplaincy. London, Home 
Office, 1990. 

SIM Joe : Medical power in prisons : the Prison Medical 
Service 1774-1989. Milton Keynes, Open ·university Press. 
1990. 

National standards for the supervision of offenders before 
and after release from custody. London, Home Office, 1990. 

The practice of young offender throughcare by the probation 
service in four young offender institutions and six probation 
areas. London, HM Inspectorate of Probation , 1990. 

Prison design briefing system : local prisons. HM Prison 
Service. London, Home Office, 1990 .. 



Prison design briefing system . PFOOY: Young offender 
institution: introduction . HM Prison Service. London , Home 
Office, 1990. 

Prison design briefing system . PFOO: female prison : intro
duction. HM Prison Service. London , Home Office, 1990. 

Prison design briefing system . PF15F : female prison 
· medical serv1ces . HM Prison Service . London , Home Office, 
1990 Prison design briefing system. 28F : female prison 
mother and baby unit. HM Prison Service. London , Home 
Office, 1990. 

The Prison Medical Service in England and Wales : recruit
ment and training of doctors : a report of a working party of 
the Royal College of Physicians to the Chief Medical Officer, 
March 1989. London, Home Office and Department of 
Health, 1990. 

MATHIESEN Thomas : prison on trial : a critical assessment. 
London , Sage, 1990. 

Prison Reform Trust : comments on the discussion paper 
"Court escorts , custody and security" . Prison Reform Trust. 
London , Prison Reform Trust , 1990. 

Prison Statistics England and Wales 1989. Home Office. 
Londo 1, HMSO, 1990 (CM 1221). 

Prisoners information pack. Prison Reform Trust. London, 
Prison Reform Trust, 1990. 

LOGAN Charles H: Private prisons : cons and pros. Oxford , 
Oxford University Press, 1990. 

COOKE David , BALDWIN Pamela and HOWISON Jaque
line : Psychology in prisons. London , Routledge, 1990. 

CASALE Silvia and PLOTNIKOFF Joyce: Regimes for 
remand prisoners . Prison Reform Trust, 1990. 

Report of an efficiency scrutiny of the Prison Medical 
Service. London . Home Office , 1990. 

Report of a review by Her Majesty 's Chief Inspector of 
Prisons for England and Wales of suicide and self harm in 
prison service establishments in England and Wales . 
London, HMSO, 1990 (CM 1383). 

Report on the work of the Prison Service April1989- March 
1990. HM Prison Service . London , HMSO, 1990 (CM 1302). 

Sex offenders in prison. Prison Reform Trust. London , 
Prison Reform Trust , 1990. 

Standing order 1 A : reception procedures. London , Home 
Office, 1990. 

Standing order 3E : management of violent or refractory 
prisoners. London , Home Office, 1990. 

Standing order ?A : religion . Rev ed. London , Home Office, 
1990. 

Standing order 7E : temporary release and escorted 
absence. Rev ed. London, Home Office, 1990. 

Statistics of offences against prison discipline and punish
ments England and Wales 1989. Home Office. London , 
HMSO, 1990 (CM 1236). 

COOK Frances : A tribute to John Howard. London , Howard 
League for Penal Reform, 1990. 

UTILE Michael : Young men in prison: the criminial identity 
explored through .the rules of behaviour. Aldershot. Dart
mouth , 1990. 

BLUGLASS Robert , BOWDEN Paul : The principles and 
practice of forensic psychiatry. Churchill Livingstone, Edin
burgh and London . 

CARLEN Pat : Alternatives to women 's imprisonment. Milton 
Keynes , Open University, .1990. 

WHITEHEAD Philip: Community supervision for offenders: 
a new model of probation . Aldershot, Avebury , 1990. 

Crime, justice and protecting the public : the government 's 
proposals for legislation. London, HMSO, 1990 (CM 965) . 

COOKLIN Shirley : From arrest to release : the inside/ 
outside survival guide. London , Bedford Square, 1989 
(Survival handbooks). 

Guidelines for prison medical officers on the use of protec
tive and unfurnished rooms as clinical intervention/H M Medi
cal Directorate . London , Home Office, Prison Service , 1990. 

HM Prison Featherstone : report by HM Chief Inspector of 
Prisons. London , Home Office, 1989. 

HM Prison Manchester : report of HM Chief Inspector of 
Prisons. London , Home Office, 1990. 

HM Prison and Remand Centre Rochester : report by HM 
Chief Inspector of Prisons. London , Home Office, 1990. 

HM Remand Centre Latch mere House : report by HM Chief 
Inspector of Prisons. London , Home Office, 1990. 

HM Young Offenrer Institution Whatton : report by HM Chief 
Inspector of Prisons. London , Home Office , 1990. 

Report of Her Majesty's Chief Inspector of Prisons · 1989. 
London HMSO, 1990 (House of Commons paper 598 
1989/90). 

Report on the inspection of prisons in Anguilla , the British 
Virgin Islands, Montsserrat and the Turks and Caicos 
Islands, between 28 February and 15 March 1989 (with con
sequent recommendations) . By HM Chief Inspector of 
Prisons. London, Home Office, 1989. 

Lee Doreen and McGurk Barry : Research by staff in the 
Directorate of Psychological Services - a bibliography 
(2nd Ed .). London , Home Office, Prison Department , 1990. 

Response of the Prison Officers ' Associat ion to tagging : the 
concept of electronic monitoring . Prison Officers Associ
ation , 1989. 

Standing order 1 C: prisoners' property and cash . London . 
Home Office, 1989. 

Standing order 3D : offenses, adjudications and punish
ments. London, Home Office, 1989. 

Standing orders ?B & ?C : education , train ing and libraries : 
physical education. London, Home Office, 1989. 

Standing order 10 : release on licence and recal l. London : 
Hcime Office, 1989. 

Standing order 14 : health and safety. London, Home Office . 
1989. 

Strip searching in HM Prisons: a paper by the Howard 
League for Penal Reform . London , Howard League for Penal 
Reform, 1989. 

Lloyd Charles : Suicide and self injury in prison : a literature 
review. London , HMSO (Home Office Research Study 
No. 115). 

Grind rod Helen and Black Gabriel : Suicides at Leeds 
Prison : an enquiry into the deaths of five teenagers during 
1988/89. London, Howard League for Penal Reform, 1989. 

Supervision and punishment in the Community: A frame
work for action. London, HMSO, 1990 (CM 966) . 

Tackling fine default. London, Prison Reform Trust , 1990. 

Visitors·centres and creches. London, Home Office. Prison 
Service, 1989. 
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STERN Vivien : Imprisoned by our prisons : a programme of 
reform. London, Unwin Hyman, 1989 (Fabian series). 

An improved system of grievance procedures for prisoners' 
complaints and requests . A report by a working group. 
London , Home Office, 1989. 

l 

JOHNSTON Rosie : Inside out . London, Michael Joseph , 
1989. 

.The inside story : your career as a prison officer (revised ed). 
London, Home Office, Prison Department, 1989. 

The management of vulnerable prisoners. Reporl of a prison 
Department working group. London, Home Office, 1989. 

MAlA George and LLOYD Charles : Money payment super
vision orders : probation policy and practice. London , Home 
Office, 1989. 

The nature of probation practice today : an empirical ana
lysis of the skills, knowledge and qualities used by probation 
officers. Report commissioned and funded by the Home 
Office Research and Planning Unit. London , Home Office, 
1989. 

Prison education: minutes of evidence/Education , Science 
and Arts Committee. London, HMSO, 1990. (House of Com
mons Paper 192-i and 192-ii 1989/90). 

FOWLES A J : Prisoners rights in England and .the United 
States. Aldershot , Avebury, 1989. 

BLACKSTONE Tessa: Prisons and penal reform. London , 
Chatto and Windus, 1990. (Chatto counterblasts : No. 11 ). 

BYRNE Richard : Prisons and punishment in London . 
London , Harrap, 1989. 

News in brief 

Belgium 

To counter overpopulation in prisons , instructions are 
regularly issued to speed up early release procedures 
and to try to limit prison sentences served in lieu of 
payment of a fine. 

Sweden 

In Sweden changes will be introduced in the prison 
and probation system. The central authority will be 
reduced and there will be 7 regions with a high degree 
of independence. These regions will include local 
prisons and probation offices. The principle for future 
work will be goal governing. 

England and Wales 

On 1 April 1990 a riot broke out in the chapel of 
Manchester prison. lt quickly spread to other parts of 
the prison with a number of prisoners climbing onto 
the roof. Parts of the prison were destroyed by fire and 
accommodation was lost in the whole of the main 
prison . The inmates were transferred to other estab
lishments. A small nucleus of demonstrators remained 
on the roof until 25 March. 
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SOUL TES Roger : Probation in prisons: distance learning 
guide. Leeds, Probation Service, Northern Region Regional 
Staff Development, 1990 (RSD Distance Learning Guide 
No. 5). 

Racial equality in the prison service: the case for training . 
London , Commission for Racial Equality, 1989. 

A UNClE Dr. Robert , Archbishop of Canterbury: Reform , 
renewal and rehabilitation: some personal reflections on 
prison. London , Prison Reform Trust , 1990. 

Report by HM Inspector on the Education Department, HM 
Prison Bristol Lea. Avon Inspected 26-28 January 1988. 
London , Department of Education and Science, 1989 
(120/89). 

Report of a conference "Independence and race " . York, 
April 1989. Association of Members of Board of Visitors . 
AMBOV, 1989. 

Northern Ireland 

The "Principles of Conduct" which identify the standard to 
which staff are expected to aspire. They are distinct from the 
Code of Discipline. Northern Ireland Prison Service. 

The new strategy document . for the Prison Service -
"Serving the Community" which charts a course for the 
service thrpugh the 1990s. Northern Ireland Prison Service. 

Scotland 

Opportunity and responsibility : developing new approaches 
to the management of the long term prison system in 
Scotland . Scottish Prison Service, 1990. 

In addition to the Manchester incident there were over 
the same period serious incidents at 7 other establish
ments and less serious ones at a further 6. 

These disturbances are now the subject of an inquiry 
being undertaken by Lord Justice Woolf . Following 
his investigations into the major disorders Lord 
Justices Woolf has begun a wide ranging inquiry into 
their wider causes. lt is expected that his report will be 
published at the end of the year. 

Northern Ireland 

There are various developments within the Northern 
Ireland Prison Service which might be of interest to 
prison administrations. Details of these are given 
below: 

a. Progress has continued within the establishments: 

Belfast: The local prison with a high commitment 
to service the courts and with its development role of 
assessing prisoners to enable informed decisions to 
be made with regard to their location, after conviction 
and sentence. 

Magi/ligan : A successful integrated working 
prison for those witb shorter sentences. 



Maghaberrv: For long term prisoners who seem 
to see their future in a life away from paramilitary 
indoctrination and control. A new development there 
will be the Long Term Pris.oner Unit. 

Maze : The establishment for those who , by their 
adherence to paramilitary groups pose the greatest 
threat to security. However , release policies , home 
leave schemes, regime improvements, etc continue to 
have a major impact on prisoners, even at Maze, to 
the detriment of the hard line paramilitary leaders. 

YOC : Here young offenders can learn that there 
is more to life than the fruitless cycle of crime and 
punishment. Recently a group of 6 boys and 2 staff 
went to Romania under the auspices of a church 
group to assist in reconstruction work . 

b. Prison Population 

The prison population at 31 May 1990 was 1793. 
Northern Ireland has a large number of life sentence 
prisoners due to the political situation here. 

c. Prison Staff 

The present total of Northern Ireland prison offi
cers is 3174. There is a high prisoner/staff ration 
mainly because of the nature of the prison populat ion . 
In the 1989/1990 year this was 1 : 1.8. 

d. Security Measures 

Prison Department operates a range of security 
measures eg assisted home removal or protective 
measures at homes to assist staff under threat of 
attack from paramilitary groups. 

Recent initiatives in the Northern Ireland Prison 
Service are: 

a. Interface with the Public 

In September 1989 arrangements for prisoners' 
weekly visits were improved as part of the Interface 
with the Public initiative. The visit when each prisoner 
may receive up to 3 adults at a time, may if circum
stances permit be extended beyond the minimum 
30 minutes up to the end of the visiting period. In addi
tion the waiting areas are now more comfortable and 
toys and games are provided to help keep young chil
dren amused and occupied . 

b. Christmas and Summer Home Leave Schemes 

The special significance of Christmas in a pris
oners' family life has been acknowledged by the grant 
of a short period of home leave to a certain class of 
prisoners. During 1989 a scheme for summer home 
leave was introduced which allowed 143 prisoners 
serving indeterminate sentences who had _either a 

release date, or whose cases were at the consultation 
stage or who served 13 years ih custody , to spend a 
long weekend outside the prison at the end of August . 
The privilege is being continued this year granting 
4 consequent days to be taken in July or August. 

c. Life Sentence Prisoners 

Details of the Northern Ireland Prison Service's 
Life Sentence Policy is given in chapter 13 of the 
Annual Report . The booklet " Life Sentence Prisoners 
in Northern Ireland" which gives a fuller explanation 
of this policy. 

d. Changes in Management Structure 

More effec-tive management structures in prison 
establishments were introduced in February 1989. 
The new structures provide clearer lines of respon
sibility and accountability and amalgamated a number 
of.the former management levels. This had resulted in 
new Governor Grades IV and V incorporating the 
previous Governor IV, Chief Officer and Assistant 
Governor grades. 

e. The Way Forward 

During 1989 proposals of improvements to pay, 
conditions of service and working practices known as 
the "The Way Forward " package was accepted by 
prison staff. The Way Forward provides improved 
pensionable pay and conditions of service in return for 
more efficient working practices , linked to substantial 
reductions in overtime working. The new working 
practices centre on a system of group working with 
more predictable shift patterns and limits on the level 
of overtime worked by individual officers . The new 
arrangements were introduced in all prisons on 4 Sep
tember 1989. 

f. Principles of Conduct 

For some time it was recognised that members 
of the Northern Ireland Prison Service could benefit 
from some inspirational guidelines for their personal 
behaviour and attitudes which are inherent in the 
Service 's published "Aims and Objectives" . Accord
ingly a representative working group was set up in 
1988 and as a result the Principles of Conduct booklet 
was issued on 6 June 1990. 

g. Refurbishment of Belfast Prison 

A working party has completed a study of the 
likely accommodation needs of Belfast Prison (our 
oldest establishment) to the end of the century. Thei r 
report , known as "Belfast 2000" envisages a substan
tial upgrading of inmate and staff facilities including 
the provision of integral sanitation within the cellular 
accommodation . 
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List of directors of prison administrations 
.of the member states of the Council of Europe 

Austria: Mr Paul Mann , Director General of the 
Prison Administration, Ministry of Justice, Museum
strasse, 7, A-1016 Vienna 

Belgium : Mr Julien Devlieghere, Directeur General 
de I' Administration Penitentiaire, Ministere de la Jus
tice, Avenue de la Toison d'Or, 55, B-1060 Bruxelles 

Bulgaria : Mr Zdravko D. Traikov, Directeur de 
!'Administration Penitentiaire, Ministere de la Justice, 
21, Bd. Stoletov, 1309-Sofia 

Cyprus: Dr. 9andreas Kapardis, Director, Depart
ment of Prisons Department, CY-Nicosia 

Czechoslovakia: Dr. Zdenek Karabec, Director 
General, Ministry of Justice, Taborski 988, CS-14067 
Prague 4 

Denmark : Mr Anders Troldborg, Director General Pri
sons and Probation , Ministry of Justice, Klarebo
derne, 1, DK-1115 Copenhagen K 

Finland: Mr Karl Johan Lang, Director General Prison 
Administration, Ministry of Justice, P.O. Box 62, 
SF-00811 Helsinki 81 

France: Mr Jean-Ciaude Karsenty, Directeur de 
I' Administration Penitentiaire, Ministere de la Justice, 
13, Place Vendome, F-75042 Paris Cedex 1 

Germany : Dr. Klaus Meyer, Ministerialrat, Bundes
ministerium der Justiz, Postfach 200650, D-5300 
Bonn 2 

Greece: Mr Alexandre Athanassopoulos, Directeur 
General de la Politique Penitentiaire, Ministere de la 
Justice, Section des Relations lnternationales, 96, 
avenue Messogion, GR-11527 Athenes 

Hungary: Dr. Ferenc Tari, Director General of Prison 
Administration, lgazsagugyi Miniszterium, Steindl 
lmre U. 8, H-1054 Budapest 

Iceland : Mr Hjalti Zophoniasson, Prison Adminis
tration and Corrections, Ministry of Justice, Arnarh
voll, IS-150 Reykjavik 

Ireland : Mr Frank Dunne, Head of Prisons, Depart
ment of Justice, 72-76 St-Stephen's Green, 
IRL-Dublin 2 

Italy: Mr Nicolo Amato, Direttore Generale per gli lsti
tuti di Prevenzione e Pena, Ministero di Grazia e 
Giustizia, Via Silvestri, 252, 1-00164 Rome 
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Luxembourg: Mr Pierre Schmit, Delegue du Procu
reur General d'Etat, Parquet General, Cote d'Eich, 
12, L-201 0 Luxembourg 

Malta : Mr John Camilleri, Director of Prisons, Cord in 
Prisons, Paola/Malta 

Netherlands: Mr H. B. Graven, Director General of 
the Prison Administration, Ministry of Justice, P.O. 
Box 20301, NL-2500 EH The Hague 

Norway: Mr Hans Olav Oestgaard, Director General , 
Ministry of Justice and Police, P.O. Box 8005 Dep., 
N-0030 Oslo 1 

Poland: Mr Pawel Moczydlowski, Director General, 
Ministry of Justice, Al. Ujazdowskie 11, PL-00950 
Warsaw 

Portugal : Mr Fernando Duarte, Directeur Generai de 
!'Administration Penitentiaire, Ministerio da Justi9a, 
Travessa da Cruz do Tore! No. 1 , P-1198 Lisbonne 

Spain: Mrs Angeles Granados, Directeur General de 
!'Administration Penitentiaire, Ministere de la Justice, 
San Bernardo, 45, E-28015 Madrid 

Sweden: Mr Bjorn Weibo, Director General , National 
Prison and Probation Administration,Siottsgatan , 78, 
S-60180 Norrkoping 

Switzerland: Mrs Priska Schurmann, Chef de Sec
tion Execution des Peines et Mesures, Office Federal 
de la Justice, Departement Federal de Justice et 
Police, CH-3003 Berne 

Turkey: Mr Yusuf YANIK, Director General of Prisons, 
Ministry of Justice, Adalet Bakanligi, TR-06659 Ankara 

United Kingdom : 

England and Wales: Mr Joseph Pillinq, Director Gen
eral, H. M. Prison Service, Home Office, Cleland 
House, Page Street, GB-London SW1 P 4LN 

Scotland: Mr E.W. Frizzell, Chief Executive· Scottish 
Prison Service, Scottish Home and Health Depart
ment, Calton House, Redhewghs Rigg, GB
Edinburgh EH12 9HW 

Northern Ireland: Mr Alan Shannon, Controller of 
Prisons North Ireland, Dundonald House, Upper 
Newtownards Road, GB-Belfast BT4 3SU. 




